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Civil Rights !)rive
Being Readied Again
by Brenda Buchanan
The Maine Human Rights Commission
has released summaries of 18 complaints
and inquiries about discrimination against
gay men and lesbians, and it is expected that
the list will be central in the push for a civil
rights bill during the next session of the
Legislature.
Patricia Ryan, director of the MHRC, said
the dozen and a half complaints ''by no
means" reflects the extent of the discrimination against gay men and lesbians in Maine,
but said it is important documentation
nonl,':theless.
''It does give us some picture of what
kinds of things happen to people," she said.
Of the complaints, which have been
logged since September, 1984, 12 are
related to employment, four are tied to a,ccess to public accommodations and two are
related to housing.

/

Examples of the types of incidents that
have been reported to the commission are:
*The refusal of a newspaper in
September, 1984, to accept an advertisement
for an annual 'tleeting of a lesbian/gay
organization.
*An October, 1984 complaint from a man
who said after making a reservation before
coming to Maine from another state, he was
denied a room at an inn because his companion was another male. The manager in- ·
formed the men that the inn has a policy of
not renting to persons of the same sex.
*The firing in October, 1985 of a gay man
from his breakfast cook''s job . The owner
of the restaurant told the man that the
establishment ''was losing customers
because of his (complainant's) sexual
preference."
*A landlord's denial in February, 1986 to
continued on page 9

Arrest Made in·Tear-gassing ,
by Fred Berger

Maine .Remembers
Cliarlie Howard
by Diane Elze
Two years ago a homophobic murder in
Bangor rocked the state, sparking a surge
of activism within the gay and lesbian
population, a community that was in the
midst of rejoicing over its successful drive
to send a lesbian activist to the Democratic
National Convention. When Charlie
Howard, a 23 year-old gay man, was brutally beaten and thrown off a bridge into the
Kenduskeag Steam by three te:enaged boys
on July 7, 1984, the jubilance n1med to emotional and political rage. Bolstered by their
newly-found confidence from Dale McCormick's victorious trip to San Frandsco, this
rage propelled Maine's gay and lesbian activists into establishing new associations and
mobilizing a highly-organized! and sophisticated (albeit unsuccessful) campaign for a
gay and lesbian civil rights bill.
Over the Fourth of July weelkend, people
gathered in Bangor to remember Charlie
Howard, to reflect on that period of time in·
the history of Maine's gay and lesbian community, and to examine the changes for the
gay and lesbian residents of that conser. vative Northern Maine town since Charlie
Howard's death. Absent w1s the throng of
200-300 that assembled immediately following Howard's murder. Absent e:ven were the
numbers that attended last year's Charlie
Howard Memorial Day. But the passion,
anger and pain of two years ago were recalled and felt anew by the approximately
ninety people attending the commemorative
events sponsored by the Unitarian Church
of Bangor, Bangor Interweave, and the
Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight Coalition
(BAGLSC).

photo: Elze

''I think it is vitally important that people
in this area and around the state never forget
Charlie died here," said Lee Nicoloff, a
member of BAGLSC (pronounced
"BAGELS") and an organizer of the
weekend. "I think people want to forget it
happened ," to relegate it to the past and
believe it will never happen again. I don't
think there's any question it could happen
again."
Joanne Dauphinee, also of BAGLSC and
a long-time NOW activist, called Charlie
Howard Memorial Day ·, 'the biggest single
event that happens in this part of the state
because gay and lesbian people walk with
pride, arm in arm, hand in hand, down the
streets of an extremely conservative town.''
That conservatism, and the difficulty it
presents in building a strong, visible gay
community in Bangor, was the topic of a
panel discussion held the evening before the
memorial service and march. Other events
included a Sarurday evening dance and,
following Sunday's march, an afternoon rally featuring feminist activist, theorist and
writer Sonia Johnson whom many
remember as the woIIJpn excommunicated
from the Mormon Church in 1979 for her
work in support of the federal Equal Rights
Amendment.
''Bangor is a difficult place for gays and
lesbians to live. It's a hostile atmosphere;' '
said BAGLSC member·Harry Gordon to the
couple dozen people assembled for the panel
discussion. Moderated by Reverand · Jay
Deacon, the openly-gay minister of
Bangor's Unitarian Church, the panel also
included Nicoloff, Dauphinee, and Marty
Sabol, another BAGLSC activist.

continued on page 16

Ogunquit police have arrested a Wells
man in the July4 tear-gassing of the Front
Porch Lounge, a predominately gay piano
bar in that town. Frederick Covell, age 25,
was arraigned in Springvale District Court
onJuly 16 on charges of arson and reckless
conduct. Covell pleaded not guilty and was
released on b_ail with the stipulation that he
not possess firearms or explosives and that
he not. enter Ogunquit. The case agains.t
Covell will be presented to the grand jury
in early August. Other arrests are expected
in connection wit!). the incident.
The incident occurred around 11 :30 pm
on July 4 as the second-floor lounge was
packed with approximately 100 holiday
celebrants. The "military-type" tear gas
canister exploded at the bottom of the wide
front stairway and the gas was quickly carried upstairs by exhaust fans located abov,e
the stairs.
One eyewitness described the scene as
follows: "I was walking down the stairs
when lsaw smoke and heard a loud hissing
sound. Then the whole place started filling

up with smoke. I thought it was a fire.
People started yelling,. 'Stai calm, stay
calm.' ... People couldn't breathe.· The
smoke was bm;ning their eyes and mouth.
They started fhrowing tables and chairs
through the windows to get air. Some people punched the windows out with their
fists .. . After a few minutes we knew it
wasn't a fire ... It was a real panic situation. People cou_ldn't see at all. They were
pushing and falling over e.ach other ... The
staff was very good. They helped people to
the two rear exits and carried some older
people out."
Lt. David Johnson of the Ogunquit
Police Dept. concurred that it was a very
dangerous situation. He told the York
County Coast Star: "It was a complete
panic situation ... There could have been
loss of life."
As a result of the tear-gassing, 35 people
were taken to York Hospital for treatment
of smoke inhalation and eye irritation.
About 25 others were treated at the scene.
One Portland man reports that he is still
having breathing difficulties several weeks
after the incident.
So far there has been no proof that the
incident was an anti 7gay act. Lt. Johnson,
who conducted the investigation, said,
"We have nothing to suggest that it w~
[anti-gay). The suspect had been in the bar
but <!aused no ·problems while he was
there." Johnson says there has been no
anti-gay harassment or violence in Ogunquit in the last three summers. He credits
this to the fact that some people were sent
to jail· for attacks against gay men four or
five years ago. ~'The curfew on the beach
has helped also,"he said. "That's where the
attacks were occurring."
Hal Feldberg, owner of The Club,
another gay bar in Ogunquit, says that he
does not believe the tear-gassing was an
ariti-gay incident. In regard to such incidents he said, "It's been pretty quiet here
this summer." ·
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TO OUR READERS :
In the July issue ·o r Our Paper two of our
readers expressed concern about our use of
the Treasure Chest as a distribution point for
the newspaper. We apprecia.te having these
.
cone.ems. shared with us.
After mu.ch deliberation, we reaffirmed
our decision to use -the_Treasure Chest for
distribution . We reach gay people there
whom we may not otherwise reach.
We do not know what happ1;!ned with the
Waterville Public Library in terms of their
distribution of Our Paper and we will follow
this up .· Thank you, Susan, for pointing out
to us th&t you ' re no longer able to get the
. paper there. (We may have dropped the ball
with the library some months ago .)
..We .are in need of distributiion centers in
Waterville and other small towns throughout
the state. If our readers can help us here,
please let us know.
The Our Paper Collectjve

Dear Our Paper:
I am writing this as an open letteP to the
.gay/lesbian comm1,mity within the city of
Portland, Cumberland County and the state
of Maine.
When are we. going to stand-up!? Defend
ourselves!? Demand our inalienable rights
as human beings!?How much: are we going
to be willing to take before we: stop bending
over backward, just to keep the peace!?
Bit by bit, inches tum to feet:, feet to yards
and yards to miles. Ifwe don't unite now
.and stand together we will lose whatever
precious ground we have gained during the
past decade. It, is time for us to stop permitting ourselves to be treated as second-class
non-entities - ·who have. no rights or existence, privacy or choice. We are human
beings and as such deserve and should demand that we be treated that way; without
· any, qualifications •or, stipulations J. • 1
. 11,f,\ve .don~~ lit,an~p npw tj~~re.,may noJ,
in the near future, be anything to stand-up
for!
The epid~mic of AIDS throughout the
country is adding fuel to the flames and it
will not be long before we are engulfed in
a raging-inferno which is burning out of control. Some use AIDS as an example qfGod's
way of punishing us for our perversity and
immorality. Well, I don't know about your
God, but mine is not the omnipotent and
powerful punisher portrayed by the ultraconservative ·and narrowmiinded bigots .
Some have gone as far as to compare AIDS
with the pestilence visited upon ancient
Egypt during Moses' days or the rains of
Noah's days. These assumptions are, in my
mind so ' 'out-of-this-world_!'' My God is a
caring, loving, patient and forgiving God!He
(sic) gave His (sic) Son on the cross to
relieve the world of eternal damnation and
punishment. If we sin we need only ask for
His (sic) forgiveness! But are: we truly sinning? Where, in the "Ten Commandments"
is it mentioned that homosexuality is a sin?
To my knowledge - nowhere! Yes it is
. vaguely mentioned in the Bible, but who
wrote the Bible? Was it writte:n by God? Or
was it merely the wild -cantations of some
over zealous religious fana~ic?
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What can we do? What must we do?
There are many avenues for us to pursue!
We can wi;:ite · to . our: ,state . and federal
legislators, our mayors, our city/town council.ors, -out ,governor, our' president ·and to
newspapers! w~.can hold r,allies and informational meetings . . We . should open our
society up to the grassroc;>t gay and straight
· community . We can become politically active an<:l involved in issues which involve our
rights as human beings. We must stop
degrading ourselves (especially each other)
and stop accepting.the "straight" community's put-downs. .
We do have the right to exist, just as much
as ''·normaP'.and/or "straight" people·do .
We are not second-class citizens - we are
human beings and we sJto.uld start demanding that we be·treated -with the same respect
as "they" demand! If we do not fight for
ourselves - united - then who will! I'm
.not advocating that we all become bloodscreaming radicals, ~ut rather that w.e take
an active role in snciety to guarantee our
rights to freedom~ equality, justice and the
pursuit of happiness! ·
If you feel as I do, then do something
about it, just as I plan to do! Don 't let what
is happening now continue without at least
trying something to stop it. We'll- lose
everything that is precious and dear to every
human being! Before you know it, we'll be
thrown in jail for our sexual behavior in the
privacy of our homes! If we're smart we will
enlist the aid of those· in the "straight"
society who are willing to stand up and be
counted as human beings without fear.
Thank you! Sincerely yours,
Lee Scott Townsend
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Dear. Our Paper:
We were sorry to read in the June issue
(see "Letters") that a number of readers
were seriously offended by the "Underpants
and Ivory Soap" article printed in the May
issue. Although it could be construed as having trivialized safe sex, we took it in the
spirit in which we are certain it was intended. (After all, Our Paper has played a
central role in disseminating safe sex and
other important AIDS related information in
Maine.) We interpreted the article as a piece
of humor designed to bring to the readers' .
attention a lesbian health problem that has
become so commonplace and intractable,
that we have simply learned to live with it.
Having experienced the continual frustration
of passing vaginal infections back and forth
as well as the accompanying-(and even embarrassing) trips back and forth to physicians, we found the article to be both pertinent and entertaining.
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Announcements
-''Bombs•' -Away?-' Prescription 'for Iii.
Healthier :World," a symposium organized by the Maine Physicians for Social
Responsibility will be held Saturday ,
September 27'at Bangor High School. For
j nformation- write: Physicians for Sociail
Responsibility, Room 145, 297 ·Center St'. ,
·Bangor, ME 04401 or call -947-8311 ; ext.
360 or 488. '
"Living the Revolution: Analysis, Vision1,
and Building for Social Transfonnatic)D,''
sponsored by the Center for Vision and
· Policy will take place August 3-8 at Bowdoin College in Brunswick. Write to Living the Revolution, 98 Clark St., Portland,
Me. 04102.
The 7th Maine Healing Arts Festival willl
be lteld Labor Day. Weekend at Camp
Hiawatha, Kezar Falls, .Maine. For information 'write Healing Arts Festival , P .0 .
Box 75 DTS. , Portland, Me. 04112, or calll
Lu Bauer at 892-4236 (Portland), Kare,n
Vas.ii-Busch at 336-2065 (Auburn).

The Gay / Lesbian Aliiance's Friday
Night Discussion Group will begin meeting every other week starting ·Friday,
June 20th·. ' For more information, contact GLA at 780-4085.
~

Support Group for people with seropositivity, ARC, and AIDS is now meeting
regularly. For futher information and/or
referral call the AIDS-Line at 775-1267.
The University of New England is sponsor•
ing a conference entitled "1'f!e Art and
Science of Emotional Healing,'' on August
14 at the Portland Museum of'Art. For info: ONE, 11 Hills Beach Rd .; Decary Hall,
Room 332Ai Biddeford 1 ME 04005 .

The Rape Crisis ~enter is looking for
volunteers for its hotline. A free trairing
program for interested women and men will
be held on Tuesday and Thursday evenings
beginning in June. Contact Susan Lavigne
at 774-3613 or write P.O. Box 1371.,
. Portland, Me. 04101.

PURPOSE ·
A conference titled "AIDS and Substance
Abuse" will be held in Boston September
I l s 13. -The conference is designed for individuals working with people with AIDS:.
For more details conduct the AIDS Project:,
P.O. Box 10723, Portland, ME 04104 or
The Conference Center, P.O. Box 1296,
Bartlesville, OK 7400~.
'O'n 10ilr BackS', 1 tliel"sexual J entertaihmer1t
J trulglitine'b lesbiftns·, 'a'rliroonces their'F .;t
Annual Lesbian Erotic Photography Contest. Deadline is August 15. Write for info
to: On Our Backs Photo Contest, P.O. Box
421916, San Francisco, CA 94142.-·
The National Institute of Allergy and I111fectious Diseases, Bethesda, MD, seeks
males with Kaposi's Sarco.ma who have not
previously .had an opportunistic infection to
participate 1n a. research1 study with investigational drugs. Havr,your primary care
physic_ian contact ~;ugaret Megill
(301 -496-7196) or Barbara Baird
(301-496-9565) .
Coming Out Stories Wanted. Alyson
Publications is in the process of compiling
two collections of coming-out stories. They
a(e looking for lesbians and gay men who
would like to write about some aspect of
their own real-life experiences. For a set of
guidelines , write to Alyson Publications, 40
Plympton St. , Boston, MA 02118.

·Women's Music
LindaTII~

KoteOlnton
Feffon
SWeet Honey in ,tie Rock

Holly Near

Meg Ctvlsttan
. Chris Williar:rwon
Margie Adam

~ Our prices are S1 to $3 off list price. -

'=~~~~~:,
Mail Orders Weleome

For more information call 773-5540 or write OP, P.O. Box 10744;
Portland, ME 04104.
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''Not the church, not the state, we alone decide our
fate." - chant at the New York City march prot~sting the Supreme Court's
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In Support, .
Lana and Ava

Advertising Manager Wanted
for Our Paper

8

VISA & Mastercard ac:eepted
772-8416

OUR P <\PER is . published
monthly by the OUR PAPRR
· ollective, P.O. Box 10744,
Portland, Maine 04104. The
urpose of OUR PAPER is to serve
as a voice for lesbians and gay men
• Maine. We wish the newspaper to
a source of information, suppo
and affirmation, and e vehicle ·for
elebration, by ·a nd for membersro
lie le.a.bia-o . a..nd. , ,IAY \Qe.n'
mmunities. We want the paper to
effect our diversity, as well.
EDITORIAL _POLICY
'

We will consider for publication
any material that broadens our
understanding of our lifestyles ~nd
of each other, Views and opinions
appearing in the paper are those_of
the authors only. ·
We request that all material submitted be signed and include an address and/or phone .number so we
can contact the author if editorial
- revisions need to be considered. We
reserve the right to edit unsigned
material as necessary. Within the
pages of the newspaper, articles can .
appear anonymously, upon request,
and strict confidentiality will be
observed. No revisions or rejections
of signed material will occur without
dialogue with the author .
We welcome and encourage all
our readers to submit material · for
publication and share your comments , criticisms and positive feelings with us. Remember, OUR
PAPER
is
Your Paper!!!
DEADLINE for each issue is Qte
10th of the month .

· SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are $12 for one year (12
·ssues), $20 for two years, and $30 fo
hree years. Make checks payable_
'OUR PAPER". All submissions an
corr~pondence should be sent to O
PAPER, P.O. BOX 10744, .Portland
ai11e 04104.
OUR PAPER COLLECTIVE,
Barb Puls
Fred Berger
Skip Brushaber
Brenda Buchanan
Alice D1J11n
Diane Elze

Terri Jones
. Barb Leclerc

Dawn Patterson
Rick Ring
Bruce Smith
Tom Sumner
P.S. Sutherland
Barbara Wood

'l\vo '!rains A-Runnin'

Connections Are Powerful

You probably have very good reasons for
staying there. It can be dlll)gerous to be out.
Picture this: You go out to dinner and a
So in some ways, our existence is a
. by Fred Berger
movie with your lover. You have a wondertolerance of non-conformity could ever do.
political statement. I think it'.s a positive one,
ful time, and you both look forward to goBecause I think the Court today betrays
because we are surviving, something very
The morning after the Supreme Court's
ing home and spending more time together.
those values, I dissent.'' As long as there
hard to do in these times.
sodomy decision I was talking with my
You begin to make love, and suddenly the11e
are people on the Court · who think as
, How much of a political issue we really
friend Gary Anderson. "Whait is this world
are two policemen arresting you and readin:g ·
Blackmun does, all is not lost.
are has been dramatically illustrated by the
coming to?" I moaned.
you your rights because you have broken the ·
It all depends on how you look at things.
A.I.D.S. epidemic. A.I.D.S. should,
''Oh, but a lot of good has come out of
I choose to focus on the good that has arisen
perhaps, have been mainly a health issue,
law.
this,'' Gary responded. Gary is; the only perThis is not as far-fetched as it sounds. The
from this event. I'm reminded of a way in
.as it would have been had it hit white
son I know wh<;> is more of an optimist than
recent Supreme Court decision makes this
which I have looked at national events for
heterosexuals first. But it didn't. It hit
I am. I definitely have my lapses
scene very likely.
a long time. I visualize two trains on parallel
homosexual_ men and Haitians, people of
Well, I've thought about it and Gary's
We've all experienced oppression and
tracks going in the same di11CCtion. One train
whom the mainstream does not particularly
right. A great deal of very positive educasometimes violence as a result of our sex.represents all the regressive, anti-human
approve.
tion did happen around that decision.
ual preference, whether we are conscious of
forces in society racing toward a future
As a result, it has become a rallying point
Perhaps because their own privacy rights
it or not. But this decision seems to give it
for. us, and a major issue for fundamensociety even more authoritarian than what
were involved, heterosexuals were forced to
a finality most of us have never experienced
talists, who tout it as "God's Punishment."
we now have. The other train represents the
recognize that when a minori~y's rights are
before. ,It's frightening.
progressive forces aiming toward a future
Is God punishing people with cancer?
threatened, all people's rights are in danger.
society where the principles of justice and
And it's not unique. In the past several
Becoming political is taJcing back some of
Many people saw for the first time what a
weeks there have been many incidents to
equality guide every aspect of life, a truly
the power many have taJcen from us. As we
vulnerable ·position gay people: are in. Such
drive us into despair. The Contra Aid was
humane society. At different times one of
work together with other oppressed people
diverse newspapers as the Neiw York Times
passed by the House of Representatives. A
to develop a vision of a world where we do ·
these trains pulls ahead temporarily (train
and the Brunswick Times Rlicord printed
Supreme Court decision was made ~tating
not give permission to oppression of anyone,
#1 just took a giant lu11eh forward), only to
editorials critical of the decision. These
we become more powerful.
be overtaken later on by a surge by the ~ that Section 504, the legislation that protects
the rights of disabled people to accessible
same p~pers gave extensive coverage to the
By other's estimations, we comprise 10%
other.
surroundings, does not apply to airlines,,
reactions of gay leaders to the ruling. When
of the population. According to a recent
In America today there is a tremendous
the Times Record carries a front page AP
limiting that form of travel for many. A
Newsweek, over 50% of women name
schism between the predominant values of
story titled "Gay Leaders Vow Fight
woman's right to abortion was upheld, but
themselves feminists, imd over 70% believe
individuar members of society and those of
by an uncomfortably small margin. And less
Against Bias'' with extensive quotes from
their lives are better because of the women's
the people in power. While the Supreme
than a year ago in Maine the E.R.A. was
Virginia Apuzzo and other activists, you
movement. WE ARE POWERFUL! ·
· Court makes decisions based on Stone Age
defeated amidst a rash of homophobic
know we've come a long way.
We can use that power if we all get
concepts of homosexual relationships, polls
publicity by people on the right.
What was most remarkable of all was that
political and support one another. This is show that Americans each year become
Connections on some of these issues is obth«e media recognized that perhaps the
where we most give our permission to opmore accepting of the "gay lifestyle."
vious, but some are less so. When someonie
pression. In the last Our Paper, gay activist
justices allowed their person1al fears and
While the lower courts staffed by Reaganites
is L~rowing someone you know off a bridge
biases to affect their legal objectivity. l<red
Bernard Courte was quoted, "I don't believe
become more anti-gay in their decisions, the
to his death it's hard to get all excited aboU1t
Graham, legal correspondent for CBS-TV
gay men would be supporting lesbians the
number of cities that pass gay rights legislawhat's happening in South Africa o,r
used the word "homophobia" in describing
way lesbians are supporting us if lesbians
tion gradually increases. The Administration
Nicaragua, or even with abortion rights. The . were the ones most affected by AIDS. As
the Justices' reactions. Incre:dible. Other
seeks to overturn Roe vs. Wade while a ·maproblem is that some of those people can' t
gay men we are too comfortable in our posicommentators pointed out the absurdity of
jority of Americans support a wolTu:Ul's right
understand why you are getting all excited
tion as men." There is a pattern of non. the Court's basing its decision in part on the
to choose abortion. The U.S. government
a~out one man's death in (what they see as;)
fact that homosexuality has bee:n condemned
support and divisiveness among ·political
sends aid to Contras while polls show that
groups;
throughout history, being a caJpital crime in
a freak incident, when there are thousands
a large majority of Americans oppose such
What would happen if we all got together
AJJcitmtRo.me ~ illegal ip tl'Je,otig.ioaJ 13
aid. ~ thcnnoment that the Meese Com- . of. _people -dying in Central America or
Native Americans are losing their homes
. colonies. Through the extensive media
and said no? Recently Working ·Mother
mission unashamedly denigrates the First
analysis I believe i:nany people~ came a long
again in Arizona.
magazine published a report on what the
Amendment, Mainers vote overwhelmingThey are all connected, because we live
. way toward recognizing what we've always
results would be if all the working mothers
ly against censorship. While government
in a world where oppression is permissible.
known - that individuals in power can use
left their jobs to taJce care of their children
· "leaders" seek to restore the "traditional"
And whether we like it or i,ot, we participate
as some "experts" suggest. The results
' the i'nstitutions they control to enforce per(male-dominat¢) family, fewer people are
in that permissiveness by not seeing how the
sonal prejudices and that gay men and leswould be devastating to the economy.
choosing to live in that family.
same things affect all of us.
Now suppose all of the political people
bians are in fact an oppressed minority. With
The positive forces at work in American
Most of us would prefer to be apolitical.
(including you, even if you haven't been up
the Justice Department's recommendation
society are monumental and unprecedented.
One hears many gay men and lesbian
to now) left their jobs for just one day. Inon ~IDS in the workplace: as · further
Despite every effort of the old elite, we are
women talk about how they've never been
clude·all the gay men and lesbians (10% of
evidence, it will be harder for heterosexuals
daily coming closer to a society which emthe working force), all the women wlio call
to argue that discrimination against gays
bodies the ideals of our Constitution. The . discriminated against. But is that true? What
does it do to you inside when you know that
themselves feminists, all the black people,
.does not exist.
changes are unstoppable. Women and other '
all the disabled people, all the Native
you can't kiss your lover in pu~lic? Or when
Within the Supreme Court itself there was
minorities who ate just beginning to reap the
you hear that your love is illegal in Georgia?
Americans, anybody you can gather up. It
very strong dissent, expressed primarily by
·benefits of a more open society will never
Are you out to your parents? How about at · would be pretty impressive, wouldn't it?
Justice Blackmun. Calling the Court's focus
be pushed back. I doubt that there has ever
work? We all rationalize about it, saying it's
The best part about it is that none of us
- on homosexuality "almost obsessive" he
been a society in which such a large portion
easier not to get into it. But it i's
has to be alone while we do this work.
criticized the Court's majority for using
of its members have consciously chosen to
·.• Sometimes we don't really have the energy
religious beliefs as justification for the decidiscrimination.
become more healthy physically and mento work on it all at once. But if we remain
When you look at the recent events, it
sion: He said: "That certain but by no means
tally. A society which chooses to eat better,
conscious to the others while they work. on
becomes intimidating because many were
all religious groups condemn the behavior
exercise, and make personal growth a
their part, and don't participate in giving
the result of people making waves. Backlash
at issue gives the state no licelllse to impose
primary focus of living is not one which can
is always a danger. But apoliticism is more · permission for anyone to be oppressed, we
their judgments on the entire citizenry ... A
be told much longer by its leaders, "Do as
will be more powerful for it. The next time
dangerous. They can do anything to you if
state can no more punish private behavior
we say, we know what's good for you ."
· ·
you don't say no.
your organization opens a bank account,
because of religious intolerance than it can
I truly believe that such recent events as
Merely being a gay man or a lesbian
make sure the bank does not have inpunish such behavior because. of racial
the Supreme Court's sodomy decision reprewoman is a political statement in this
vestments in South Africa. If you hold an
animus ." Blackmun concluded: "I can onsent the last gasps of a dying patriarchy facculture, whether or not you are out to
event, make sure the space is wheelchair acly hope that depriving individuals of the
ing the approach of the most egalitarian,
anybody. If you are out, you probably corncessible. And write letters whenever you are
right to choose for themselves how to conhumane society ever seen on·this planet; Our
front homophobia daily. There are probably
asked. It's simple, quick, and very effective.
duct their intimate relationships poses a far ·
train is pulling ahead.
people you feel you could never tell. If you
We all need to get political now. It's our
greater threat to the values most deeply
Do not despair. Life is good. We are
are still in the closet, what is that saying?
only hope for survival.
rooted in our nation's history than instrong. The future is ours to choose .
by Kathryn Baptista
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Hardwick: Law and the Future
by Jenny.Wriggins
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The majority of the Court ignored, or
forgot, a lot of very pertinent Supreme Co111rt
history and precedent which limited the
areas in which states could make laws based
on their notions of morality and sex . Some
states used to have laws forbidding possession of contraceptives by married or unmarried people on the grounds of morality. The
Supreme Court in 1965 held that this was
none of the state's concern because it was
protected by the right to 'privacy. Some
states then passed statutes outlawing unmarried people from buying contraceptives on
the grounds that the state could use this
measure to discourage unmarried people
from having sex, which the state thought
was immoral. In 1972, the Court held that
it was none of a state's business whether the
buyers were married, because. it was a
private matter. Putting these two decisions
together, the Supreme Court had implicitly
said that sex without procreation is OK and
sex outside marriage is OK. It would be
logic<!llY consistent to then hold privaite
homosexual sodomy similarly protected,
since it is, after all, sex without procreation
and outside marriage. But the Court found
that none of the rights found in those decisions and others "bears any resemblance"
to the right Hardwick claimed. But the Qnly
real difference between those cases outlim:!d
above, and Hardwick, is that.Hardwick involved sex between two men, an idea with
which the Court's majority could not deal.
The Court held that although the constitiu-

property and property owners and it is mere1y consistent with that tradition to protect the
sanctity of a property-owner's bedroom.
The Court had· held that people could read
illegal pornography in their homes, and
many opinions in different contexts spoke
-in virtually reverant tones about the shelter
1
of the private home. Lastly, th e Constitution's text itself speaks of the right of persons to be secure in their homes. One of the
most disturbing ·things about the decision
was that even the private bedroom did not
shelter homosexual activity from the judgment of the state.
The decision was also not surprising for
a number of reasons, some obvious and
some not so obvious. Most obvious was
homophobia . Despite the most sympathetic
fact pattern, prejudice will often wi-n, as
many think the Maine Supreme Court
showed last year in its decision on Tolerance
Day (Solmitz v. S.A.D. #59). Another
reason has to do with the nature of the right
to privacy-under the constitution. The Court
has free reign to define ttie right to privacy,
unlike some other rights, and 'given both
anti-gay prejudice and other pressures on the
Court, its decision to stop right here in its
definition of privacy is not unexpected .
Not all rights are created equal and the
right to privacy is a less ''heavy'' right than
the right to free speech or to freedom of
religion. The reason for the difference is that
the rights to free speech and freedom of
religion are stated flatly there in· the First

The Supreme Court led by Warren
Burger, after having spent years doing few
favors for blacks and other minorities, offering women few and often dubious victories, and generally ignoring gay issues, has
finally acted iri the area of lesbian and gay
rights. On June 30, 1986, it dealt a massive
blow to gay and lesbian people in this nation by its decision in Bowers v. Hardwick . .
This article explores and tries to evaluate
some of the implications of the decision and
offers ideas for the future.
[The essential facts of the case were as
follows: While police were serving a routine
traffic warrant, they came upon Michael
Hardwick and another man "committing
sodomy" in his bedroom, and arrested him
under a Georgia anti-sodomy law which had
not been used for over thirty years. HaTdwick challenged the law on the grounds that
it violated his right to privacy.]
•
The majority of the Court said it was acceptabie for a state to criminalize priv,ate
adult consensual non-commercial sodomy
when practiced by homosexuals. The reason ·
this was OK is that it is OK for states to
legislate about morals and we (the C_ourt's
majority, that is), all know that homosexuality is immoral. The right to privacy,
while it protects certain decisions and actions, such as abortion and contraception
decisions, does not extend to protect private,
consensual, adult homosexual behavior.
''The majority of the Court ignored, or forgot, a lot of
A little background will shed some light
on the meaning of the decision. The decivery pertinent Supreme Court history and precedent
. sion was about two key issues which come
which limited the areas i111 which states could make laws
up often in constitutional law. The first issue
based on their notions of. morality and sex."
is: What are the states allowed to make laws
about under the coru,titution? The se~ond
issue is: How much justification or reason
, tional right !o privacy protects decisions
Amendment. But no amendment or other
does a state have to offer for the laws it
about the family, and heterosexu'al sex, that
part of the constitution s.tates that there is
makes, for the laws to be constitutional? For
right does not extend to private, homosexa right to privacy. Instead, the Supreme
example, a state can make whatever traffic
ual sex.·
Court has gradually de11eloped the idea that
laws it wants, broadly speaking, as long as
The decision was both surprising and mot_ there is a constitutional right to privacy,
they make even minimal sense, since no
surprising to Court-watchers. The off-hanid,
most explicit_ly since 1965. Their reasoning
constitutional rights (like free speech or
even insulting tone of the opinion surprised
has been that the · right to privacy is
freedom of religion) are involved. But where
many. For example, the majori~y said the
necessary for a lot of the other rights, such
a state writes a law affecting a constitutional
notion that our nation's traditions might iinas the right to associatirn, to have any meanright, it has to offer a much stronger
clude the idea·that the constitution protects
ing. The decision legalizing abortion, Roe
justification of the law. A state cannot write
private sexual activity "is, at best',
v. Wade, was the Court's most famous decia law interfering with freedom of religion
facetious." Chief Justice Burger, writing
sion based on privacy. It has been widely
without offering a very good reason for the
separately, approvingly ,quoted Blackstone,
criticized by some who say that the Court
law. Putting these notions in legalese, where
an early British commentator who stated that
is creating rights which don't clearly exist
no fundamental right is involved, federal
sodomy was a crime worse than rape, a
in the Constitution and that the Court
courts give laws only "minimal scrutiny"
statement which does not even deserve
shouldn't do that. The Court chose Hardand tend to uphold laws, but where a funcomment.
wick to say that it would now stop finding
damental right is involved, courts give laws
The outcome was in some ways surpris- · rights which were not stated in the ·constitu"stricter scrutiny" and are more likely to
ing because the facts seemed so sympathetic
tion. There is no denying that the Court has ·
strike them down as unconstitutional. Hardto Hardwick. If gay . rights could win
been fashioning this privacy right, but there
wick 's case took place against this
anymore, it was here: The man was in his
is no rational reason to draw the line around
framework.
bedroom when the police broke in, which
marriage, procreation and heterosexual deci-·
Hardwick was arguing simply this: that
the Supreme Court bas seen as a very private
sions and to leave out homosexual decisions.
Georgia should not be able to intrude into
place. The Court has traditionally protected
The Court's majority showed itself comprivate intimate relationships in the home
continued on page 5
without having a very good reason to do so .
.The right to privacy, he said, extended to
what he did in his bedroom with another
· man. He first asserted that the Court should
examine the law which interfered with his
Watch for details of the ·
privacy with ''.stricter scrutiny'' than would
be used for a traffic law and should require
the state to come up with a very good reason
for the law. The second part ofHardwick's
argument was basically that homophobia
was not a good enough reason for a state to
break into one's bedroom.
The Court held that the right of privacy
did not shelter what Hardwick did in his
bedroom with another man, and so Georgia
did not even need to offer a strong justificaThe Celebration of Lesbian
tion for intruding. The state's justification
and Gay Life in Maine
- that its legislature had said sodomy was
disgusting - was sufficient for the Court.
in the September issue of OUR PAPER
Basically, the Court held that the sodomy
law did not need to be examined more closely than a traffic law.
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discrimination. There · is no more critical
time for state legislative work on civil rights
for gay people. The community's support
of groups which work in the legislature for
civil rights , such as the Maine Lesbian Gay
Political Alliance, and the National
Organization for Wome.n is crucial.
Problems are inevitable because legislatures are not likely to outlaw discrimination against relatively powerless minorities ,
_ although sometimes, miraculously , they do.
For example , witness . the fact that
discrimination on the basis of race and sex
is illegal nation-wide: Minorities and women
have never been represented in Congre·ss in
proportion to their numbers, but Congress
in 1964, after decades of work and struggle , mobilized to protect these groups
against discrimination . The same thing could
happen in the Maine legislature if _people
who care about the issue of civil rights for
gay people focus enough energy and talent
on getting elected, on getting supporters
''The Court felt that although the constitutional right to
elected, and on passing a civil rights bill .
privacy protects decisions aJ?out the family and
This renewed effort has to start now and not
heterosexual sex, that right does not extend to private
stop until civil rights are won.
Hardwick is devast!lting , but some hope
homosexual sex.''
lies in Supreme Court history. Now, and for
the past thirty-two years, everyone knows
A second major factor reducing the imthat segregation is illegal, unconstitutional ,
The Supreme Court in Hardwick ignored
pact of the defeat is that a victory would not
that traditional function of the federal courts
and wrong, ever since the Supreme Court's
have brought any changes to Hardwick's
landmark decision in Brown ·,1. Board of
and instead hearkened back to the Founding
legal status outside the bedroom, precisely
Father's presumably homophobic intentions
Education in 1954. But we often forget that
because his argument was based only on the
as one of the reasons for its opinion. It said ·
58 years earlier, the Supreme Court, with
that ilie Founding Fathers never intended to
only one dissent, had held that segrega1tion
right to privacy . Employment di!)crimination, perhaps most crucially, would not have
give civil rights to gay people, so that it
was legal, constitutional and moral. It took
been outlawed by a victorious decision.
years of hard and careful work to get that
would do nothing of the kind . But that argudecision overturned. Now the earlier deci. ment does not wash, for the Founding
Some have criticized arguments for gay
sion, Plessy v. Ferguson, has become a symFathers did not seek to give constitutional
rights based on privacy precisely because
bol for racism and ignorance. Sad to say,
victories may have so little concrete impact.
protection to Blacks (in fact, the constituThe right to privacy would protect lesbian
but f:lardwick may be the Plessy v. Ferguson
tion itself states that for determining taxes ,
of gay rights cases. At some point down the
and gay life only when it is out of sight, and
slaves count for 3/5 of a person, Article I)
to women , or to people with disabilities; yet
would not force straight people to change
road , it will be seen as a symbol of opprestheir behavior. For example in Maine, there
now such groups have legal proter.tion. The
sion now overncme, whether through
is no law against private sodomy, but there
"Founding Fathers" argument is a smokelegislation or through a later court case.
is still massive discrimination against gay
screen for the majority's homophobia.
The language of Justice Blackmun's inmen and lesbians.
However, the defeat is especially
"Hardwick casts a pall on all gay rights cases which it
disheartening since the privacy arena was
seen as the most legally ''likdy to succeed''
will take both time and effort to dispel.''
of all gay rights legal arguments. Many have
thought that courts were likely to be most
sightful dissent, if everyone works hard in
Hardwick shows that the Courts are not
sympathetic to privacy arguments exactly
the legislature and the rest of society in the
the pla<;e to seek justice in the lesbian and
because they do not require a reordering of
next decade (or two, or three) , will some day
gay rights area at this point in history. This
society, and a narrow (i.e. JPrivacy-based)
be the law of the land:
leads to the question of what other routes
victory is much better than none. Indeed, the
"Sexual intimacy is 'a sensitive, key relafor change are available.
privacy argument Hardwick Jllade very
tionship of human existence, central to
The other major, large-scale route for
nearly succeeded and it would have
family life, community welfare, and the
relief is the legislative route. The difference
undeniably had a great impact on the tone
: between the situations of blacks , women,
development of human personality. ' The ..
la'
of thiJ society towards lesbian and gay
fact that individuals define themselves in
and disabled people, as contrasted with the
rights, on some attitudes, and it could have
a significant way through their intimat1;: ii:
situation of gay and lesbian people from a
served as a foundation for expansion of
relationships suggests, in a Nation as
legal point of view, is that Congress, and/or
rights.
diverse as ours, that there may be many ii:
the states, has passed laws protecting those
But for now and for some time to c::orne,
'right' ways of conducting those relation- .£
groups. The only state to pass a similar law
the argument that the right to privacy proships, and that much of the richness of a _g
for lesbian and gay rights is Wisconsin. The
tects private, consensual, adult, consensual
relationship will come from the freedom c..
legislative route , on the state level, for lessodomy is dead. Two other 111ain lines of
an individual has to choose the form and
bians and gay men , is now likely to be the
nature of these intensely personal bonds.' '
only way to gain legal protection from

pletely irrational when it comes to homosexuality, which proves for c:ertain that the
Justices are human just like everyone else.
The opinion has mixed significance. It is
undeniably a major defeat. However, some
factors lessen the loss. First, the vote was
amazingly close. The Boston Globe reports
that Justice Powell, the swing vote, initially voted with the four dissenters , which
would have created a majority holding that
the Georgia statute was unconstitutional.
Powell later changed his mind , creating the
5-4 majority which won. While the closeness of the vote does not mean that the case
tends to have less legal power, it does mean
that the case tends to have less social power .
The passionate and eloquent: dissent, which
Justice Blackmun read from the bench (a
highly unusual move) also detracts from the
force of the majority's opinion.

legal argument protecting lesbian and gay
rights still exist. One is free speech, the
other is equal protection. But Hardwick, I
think, casts a pall on all gay rights cases
which it will take both time and effort to
dispel.
The fact that lesbian and gay rights are
unlikely to be protected in federal court is
a national tragedy, since one of the reasons
the Founding Fathers created the federal
courts was to protect minorities against the
oppression of legislatures. The Founding.
Fathers recognized that since state
legislatures may represent the will of the majority of the voters and pass laws which injure minorities and less powerful groups, an
independent mechanism was needed to protect the less powerful. This mechanism was
the federal judiciary which was purposely
insulated from political pressures .

REVIEWBeyond Acceptance: Parents of Lesbians
and Gays Talk About Their Experiences,
by Carolyn Welch Griffin, Marian J.
Wirth, and Arthur G. Wirth. Englewom!
Cliffs, New J ersey: Prentice-Hall, ·Inc.,
1986, 199 pp., $16.95 hardcover.
by Barbara Leclerc
Written for parents of lesbians and gay
men, Beyond Acceptance is.an honest , sensitive attempt to guide parents through their
grief. Parent' s first-hand stories, which
comprise most of the book, describe many
feelings .- from those of shame, inadequacy
and seemingly insurmountable pain to those
much later feelings of anger and pride anger at the injustices perpetrated against
their children and pride in having raised
children with the strength to endure them .
Upon finding out about their child's
gayness, parents can take one of four paths.
They can break contact with the child ; try
to change the child's sexual preference
through therapy , religious conversion, or
encouragement of heterosexual expression ;
maintain contact with the child but ignore
the issue; or accept reality .
Though accepting reality is ultimately the
most rewarding choice, it is also the most
difficult because it is the only one that requires parents to challenge myths and
negative cultural messages about homosexuality . Because many myths are about the
causes of homosexuality , parents who are
haunted by the question ''What did I do
wrong?" push themselves to confront these
myths. Beyond Acceptance effectively
refutes myths about cause and other common misconceptions about gay and lesbian
people .

Parents of Lesbi..ms
and Gays Talk About Their
·
:Experiences
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Having accurate information about
homosexuality isn't enough , however .
Parents reach a point where their minds tell
them that homosexuality is O .K. but their
feelings tell them otherwise. If they are to
accept their child, parents must express these
negative feelings , such as anger, sadness ,
loneliness, guilt, failure, and shame to a
friend, a counselor, or other parents of lesbians and gay men. Acknowledging and ex pressing their grief allows parents to move
beyond it so that they are able to focus on
the struggles of their child and eventually
the struggles of all gays and lesbians and
their parents. .
In addition to providing positive models
of parents who choose to stand by their
children, the book explores complex issues
like AIDS , changing perspectives in
organized religion, telling the rest of the
family, and parents taking a public stand for
gay and lesbian rights. This is an ideal book
to give to parents when coming out to them.
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AID~, Project Offer-s -s upport Services An Interview with Debbi Walsh
by Fred Berger

With the opening of an office and the hiring of a part-time coordinator of support services, The AIDS Project continues to increase its services to people wilth AIDS and
to the general community .
During the first week of August The AIDS
Project will open an office in room 209 of
142 High Street (The Congress Square
Building) in Portland. Known as The Community Resource Center, the office will be
used to administer existing programs such
as the AIDS-Line (not housed in the office) ;
the support group for people with AIDS ,
ARC , and seropositivity; and the support
services program for people with AIDS and
ARC. In addition, pre and post HTLV-Ill
antibody test counseling and health education/risk reduction work will take place in
the office. The office phone is 774-6877.
More details about the Center's activities
will be announced shortly .
Currently one of the most successful
facets of The AIDS Project's work is the
support services program. For the past two
months Debbi Walsh has served as coordinator of that project. Below is an interview
with Debbi about her work with the support
services program.

FB: Debbi, you were working with people
with AIDS and ARC before you were hired
by The AIDS Project. How did that happen?
DW: I was an intake worker for the City of
Portland Social ~ervices office. People with
AIDS and ARC were corning into the office. ·
In the winter it was impossible: for them to
come in so in conjunction with my boss I
developed a system where we did home
visits once a week to do assistance, counseling, referrals - support services in essence.

everything they have is swallowed up in ·
medical expenses. People come here- from
other states. because Maine is their native
state. Or one time a doctor shipped
somebody down here from Bangor. lie arrived with the clothes on his back. He had
no place to stay, no money , nothing .
FB: It sounds like the City of Portland has
been very willing to help.
,,.DW: Well , they help anyone who is tlestitute
under the General Assistance Law. The City of Portland administers the General
Assistance Law the way' it's supposed to be
administered. Other municipalities by intimidation , both overt and covert dismissal
of the people, don' t administer the law the
way it's supposed to be administered . Here
people are treated , hopefully, in a fair, profession;tl manner and are given the services
they are legally entitled to.
The services are very minimal because the
law is set up as an emergency , last stop place
to go. It's all in third party payments to
landlords, or in food stamp vouchers or
prescription vouchers . There' s no cash, so
the person is still money destitute.
FB: What do you do as coordinator of support services for 1he AIDS Projec(?
DW: I guess you 'd call it case management.
I do a needs assessment. What are their
social service needs? Are their medical
needs being met? Are their financial needs
being met? Are there day-to-day living problems that the support services, through the
buddies or other services, can help them
wjtlJ7 w~ mk~ ~xistini se_rvj~~~ J~~
Regional Transportation, Holy Innocents
Homemakers, community health nurses, and
augment them with the buddy program.
FB: What is the buddy program?
DW: We ' ve trained volunteers to work
directly with people with AIDS or ARC.
Buddies might do someone' s laundry, cook
for them, take them shopping or to a doc-

"We're graced wilth having an extremely high caliber
human being that is showing incredible kindness to other
human beings."
Once I started working with a few people
tor's appointment. Or they might take them _
with AIDS or ARC I.got more and more infor a ride or a movie - things to make the
terested in making sure that the gap between
quality of life better for people.
needs and services was ge1tting filled. · FB: What qualities should a buddy have?
Because AIDS was a new phenomenon to
DW: Compassion - that kind of empathic
Maine there were virtually no services for
caring .and doing for another person. The
people when they weren't in the hospital. So
buddies I have are incredible in helping susit was developing a lot of services.
tain and prolong the quality of life of the
FB: ~y were people with AIDS and ARC
people. We're graced with having an excoming to the city Social Serv1ices office ?
tremely high caliber human being that is
DW: These people had no financial
showing incredible kindness to other human
resources. Their basic needs like housing,
beings.
food, prescriptions weren't being met. Their - FB: Are all the buddies gay men?
insurance was gone. They hadn't received
DW: No, and the people with AIDS and
Social Sec~rity disability yet. n1eir families
ARC are not all gay men.
were unable Jo help them or they didn't have
FB: What has been the response ofthe peo, friends. They were totally des1titute.
ple with AIDS and ARC to the buddies?
FB: Do you think it is co~tt for peqple
. DW: They're very grateful. They've said
with AI.DS or ARC to be in this·positiim?
over and over again that it's improved the
DW: Yes,. AIDS and ARC cause alm~t im-·
quality of their life. It's very hard for adults.
mediate destitution. People are so sick that
to ask for help . This help is offered and they

don 't have to ask fo r i.t. It 's like the buddi.es
put their hand out anci the person can lean
on them and realize that this isn' t going to
diminish their dignity in any way. They' re
there - and the people with AIDS and ARC
know that. And they call them . They talke
the initiative a lot.
FB: What kind of support is there for the
buddies ?
DW: The other person who works with me
has many years in employee wellness programs. I'm a professional social worker and
he 's a professional counselor. We ' re trying
to bring a professional aspect to a very compassionate kind of relationship between the
buddy and the person with AIDS or ARC.
We meet monthly with the buddies and in
between they check in with me and I check
in with them regularly.
The buddies have gone through some
training and we ' re going to have monthly
training in different topics related to the
disease and to helping . We don't put people in a situation where they ' re over their
head. We don't ask them to provide medical
services or counseling services that they
would be ill-equipped to do .
FB: What would you like to see the support
services do in the future?
DW: I'd like to see us working more with
families and loved ones in terms of suppor t
groups and, unfortunately , a bereavement
group. We're working on establishing thes.e
kinds of groups.

Debbi Walsh
small newspapers. I worked on the woman ' s
newspaper, Cocoon, and on The Maine
Issue. I had a lot of book reviews printed
in different woman 's journals. I worked on
the initial grant for the Maine Woman
Writers Project.
FB: You are the single parent of two
daughters. How do they deal with AIDS?
DW: My daughers' attitude about AIDS is
really enlightened. Both of my children have
been to visit a person in the hospital. They
brought him teddy bears and brightened him
up and called him "uncle. "
·
My eleven-year-old daughter one time
was very upset that Ryan White couldn 't go
to school. She said, "Mom, that's so stupid.
He's not going to be making love in school
or using needles ."

''Both of my daughters have been to visit a person in
the hospital. They brought him teddy bears and
brightened him up and callled him 'uncle.'''
I'd like to see us have a support group for
professionals working with people with .
AIDS .
I'd like to see us reach out to people wi1th
AIDS and ARC who may have financial
means whose spiritual and psychological
needs aren't being met that could really
benefit from having a compassionate
companion.
FB: Can we talk about you? Where are you
,
from originally?
DW: I was born in northern Maine - Lin- •
coin - and spent my summers there with
my grandparents. I grew up in WaterviHe
and went to school at Ricker and USM . I
was really lucky ~o study social work wi1h
John Romanyshyn and Richard Steinman.
My view of compassion comes from working with John . I was a work-study student
with him for a year and a half.
Richard Steinman helped me to look at thte
worlcl and all its complexities in terms of
organizations and consumers, to see as a
social worker: what do my clients need ,
what the existing services are , where the
gaps are , and how do you close those gap!,.
Richard spent a lot of time discussing compassion and how to work with people in a
non-judgmental , caring way .
After college I worked as a school social .
worker in a very poor section of Portland .
I've worked doing research and writing for

'

My youngest went to the jail with me to
see a client who had ARC. She said, " Mom,
what's the big deal? Why's everybody staying away . He looks fine to me. " She knows
from education that it 's not going to be
transmitted and doesn't understand why people get so hysterical.
·
I've really worked with them on intolerance. When they first started school one
of them came home and said "faggot." I
was really upset. My heart just fell down.
I said, " Do you knQw what that means?"
We talked about it and they could understand how people were hurt by it. The educational system isn't dealing with homophobia
or intolerance. I do the best I can. with my
children to have enlightened attitudes about
stuff.
FB: Any final comments? _
DW: I'd like to see more state and federal
assistance for support services. There's been
a lot of emphasis on testing and research but
very little for services. The support services
money The AIDS Project has has been
through the good graces of the gay community by way of the Maine Health Foundation . As important as education, prevention, and research is, you also need money
for support services for the people who. are
al_rcady afflicted.

*

Cafe Lounge
129

Spring Street

Portland

The quiet alternative.
Piano bar sing-a-long
Thurs.··Sun. 8:30 pm-12:30 am
Dennis Crow at the keyboard
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Global Gayzette
Federal civil rights laws do not protect
people with AIDS or others at risk of contracting the illness from employment
discrimination in the workplace , the U.S.
Justice Department said in a June memorandum to the Department of Health and
Human Services.
The opinion was immediately decried by
activists and medical authorities as one based
more on politics than facts. The rationale for
the opinion, which does not carry the weight
of law , was that it would be illegal to fire
or refuse to hire someone solely because
they have AIDS , but it would not be wrong
to do so if the reason was that the employer
feared the person might be capable of
transmitting AIDS.
Critics of the opinion said it was irresponsible in that it reinforced some incorrect
beliefs about AIDS that have led to hysteriarooted discrimination. In a joint statement
issued after the Justice Department rulirig ,
the Centers for Disease Control and the
Department of Health and Human Services
repeated that the HTLV-3 virus thought to
be associated. with AIDS cannot be transmitted by casual contact such as that which occurs in the workplace.
The actual effect of the opinion is unclear ,
as it is simply an interpretation of existing
laws that could be overruled by the courts.
In many states, including Maine, existing
human rights statutes classify people with
AIDS as handicapped persons, which is a
protected category . In other words, many
states have l:lws that are more favorable to
people with AIDS , and in cases where state
and federal laws conflict, the one offering
more protections would be applied. ·

***

The National Association of Gay and Lesbian Democratic Clubs h.as rescheduled its
\ 986 national convention for late November
in order to underscore " the political determination of the lesbian and gay community " in light of the recent Supreme Court ruling on priyacy rights and ~~eagan administration policies.
To be held in Washington , D.C., the dates
for the convention have been set tentatively
as November 21-23. The goal is to hold the
convention on the same wt:ekend as the Conference of Lesbian and Gay Elected and Appointed Officials and Prospective Candidates . The idea is to consolidate arrangements and hold down the costs for participants, and to "present the strongest
possible voice to the federal government and
national political leaders, '' organizers say .
Original plans called for a Seattle conference
in August.
For more information, contact the National Association of Gay and Lesbian
Democratic Clubs, 1742 Massachusetts
Ave., S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 .

E
N
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A group of Vermont women have successfully located and arranged the purchase
of 195 acres outside of Burlington for open
women's land. They have formed a group
called HOWL (Help Open Women's Land)
and at the full moon on June 21 about l 00
gathered to celebrate the accomplishment.
One woman actually has purchased the
land; the group expects to raise $140,000
to put with the $10,000 already collected so
it will own the land in two years. Fundraisers are being planned, T-shirts are be. ing sold, and contributions are being accepted to help the cause.
Organizers said they want the land and the
organization to evolve into a safe community
where a number of activities could take
place, such as birthing, feminist peace activities and music. Space also is to be set
aside for camping, with a small fee to be
charged in order to cover expenses.
For more information about HOWL ,
write to HOWL Project, c/o Common. womon , P .O. Box 242, Winooski , VT
05404 .

***

The New England Women's Musical
Retreat has been cancelled for 1986 after the
owners of the Boy Scout camp where it has
been held in recent years changed some
policies in a way unpalatable to the event's
organizers .
In order to use the camp, the owners said,
the word "lesbian" could not appear on any
promotional material, the chapels could not
be used and the cost for insurance would
jump 25 percent.
-Organizers could not get past the first condition , so they cancelled the retreat and
began immediately searching for a new location for 1987. They are seeking donations
· to cover. the $5,000 in costs for the '86
gathering that already had been incurred at
the time of the cancellation. They can be
contacted at NEWMR, P.O. Box 217, New
Haven , CT 06513 .

***
Plans are being made for a conference on
the West Coast for Old Lesbians. To be held
in the spring of 1987, the conference will ·
be for lesbians age 60 and older. Organizers
say its purpose is ' 'for old lesbians to come
together to cefebrate our existence, to share
to diversity of bur experiences and to speak
to and for ourselves about the way ageism
affects our lives. "
For more information, write West Coast
Celebration, 2953 Lincoln Boulevard, Santa Monica , CA 90405 .

** *
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***
The Dutch Parliament has voted to grant
gay survivors of Nazi persecution access to
a pension, just as pensions have been made
available to Jewish survivors. The Secretary
of State objected to the move , saying that
no laws should be changed until an inquiry
was conducted into whether Dutch gl1y men
and lesbians actually were persecuted by the
Nazis.

***
Lesbian-feminist poet and philosopher
Elsa Gidlow died June 8 at her mountain
home in California, !'Druid Heights ."
A pioneer in, many senses of the word,
Gidlow was the first North American
published writer to publish a volume of
poetry that openly celebrated lesbian love.
During her career, she published 13 't,ooks
and many articles.
.
A follower of Zen, Gidlow finished just
befor_e her death an autobi~graphy that is
· said to be explicitly lesbian and a "portrait
of the artist as an old woman. "
In her honor, a Solstice gathering was held
at Druid Heights on June 21.
(Sources for some' of the news in this
month's Gayzette were Gay Community
News and Sojourner.)

***
Darkroom types, p l ease app •
We need people with black and white film developing experience-to help
us out. Someone to process film, or to teach more of us how to do that, or
to let those of us who already know how use your darkroom on occasion.
If you can offer us any assistance, please call Fred at 773-5540 or write
Our Pa r, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104.

bookstore
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***
Charges of importation of indecent
material against England' s only lesbian and
gay bookstore were dropped unexpectedly
by the country 's Customs authorities on June·
27. In 1984, more than 800 volumes were.
seized, most of which had been shippe&
from a Philadelphia bookstore. The seizure
came during a series of raids on the British
store, called Gay ' s the Word Bookshop .
Nine of the shop's directors were charged; all counts were dropped . Reportedly the
reason for the Customs' decision was a ruling adverse to their position in the European
Court in a case involving inflatable sex dolls.
Among books impounded by the govemment 'while the charges were pending were
The Joy of ¥sbian Sex and The Joy of Gay
·
Sex.

Merle Miilet, a gay man who was Harry
Truman and Lyndon Johnson's biographer,
died in June in Connecticut at the age of 67.
Miller, who wrote an artjcle for the New
York Times in 1971 titled "What it means
to be a Homosexual ," was !l noted writer
who came out publicly in order to further
society's understanding of homosexuality.
His article later was reprinted in book form,
with the title On Being Different.
Miller's writing career began in the 1940s
and was highlighted by his biography of
Harry Truman, Plain Speaking: An Oral
History of Harry Truman , reaching the best
seller lists.
He wrote "What it means to be a
Homosexual" after a confrontation with the
editor of the New York Times Magazine
about a Harper's Magazine article that said
homosexuality "brings infinitely more pain
than pleasure to those who are forced to live
with it. " The Times Ma,:azine editor, Victor Navasky , reportedly was in the middle
of saying that he thought the article brilliant
when Miller screamed out in the middle of
the restaurant where they were lunching that
its author was advocating "genocide for
queers ."
Miller 's landmark article grew out of that
incident. Upon his death, it was said that the
article, though somewhat "apologetic and
wishy-washy" by today's standards, was "a
step of immense courage" in 1971.
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The Unitarian Universalist Association
has denounced the U.S. Justice Department's recent opinion that employers are
within their rights to fire or refuse to hire
employees because they fear the spread of
. AIDS .
The Unitarian Universalist' s General
Assembly was held the same week that the
opinion was issued and the members of the
liberal religious denomination wasted no
time before taking a stand. The vote ,. which
was to direct member churches to actively
oppose the policy and work to insure the
civil rights pf persons with AIDS or test
positive for HTLV-3 antibodies , passed
1,357-1. The resolution was drafted in latenight meetings by Unitarian Universalists
for Lesbian and Gay <:oncems.
In other UU news , it was announced at
the conference that health insurance will
now be extended to spouses of gay aind lesbian ministers in the church, just as it has
been to the spouses of heterosexual
ministers.
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will be introduced independently, she said.
·_ McCormick said she has spoken with •
continued from page 1
Ryan about the documentation of the
discrimination complaints, and said they also
.,
discussed plans for another civil rights bill.
McCormick said she ·expects MLGPA to
rent a vacant apartment to two women. The
work
closely with the MHRC, and Ryan
property owner told the women who toured
said.that the commission "certainly would
the apartment that he would not rent to two
support" the effort.
persons of the same gender because he
Gubernatorial candidates differ in their
didn't- want to take a chance "on fags or
positions on civil rights for lesbians and gay
AIDS ."
.
men.
Some of the complaints were lodged by
Independent Sherry Huber is the only canpeople·who said they are not gay , but who
. didate who is committed to supporting a bill.
believe they are being discriminated against
In a recent newsletter about her campaign,
because they. are .perceived to be. An examHuber said "I do not believe we should ·
ple is a call in April, 1986 from a woman
discriminate
against any person on the basis
who said rumors were circulating in her ofof race, creed, color, sex or sexual
fice that she was a lesbian and articles about
preference." A table summarizing her views
AIDS had been left anonymously on her
on specific proposals also shows the word
desk. Before a blood drive, a note·was left
"support" next to "gay rights
· on her desk that threatened her against givamendment. " .
ing blood. The woman was afraid to report
The other independent in the race, John
the harassment to her supervisor, she told
Menario,
is not supportive, but a spokesperthe commission staffer, because she was
son in his office told Our Paper that he
fearful of being fired because of the percepwould "rethink" his position if shown
tion she was a lesbian.
evidence
that lesbians and gay men are truAnd one call was from an employer who
ly discriminated against in· Maine. The
wanted to know how far he could go in
spokesperson, John York, said he's unsure
screening potential employees to ensure
if the MHRC log will constitute the sort of
none had AIDS or_were carrying the virus .
proof Menario would like to see.
The owner of a restaurant, he said he had
· A spokesperson for Democratic gubersome employees who "look gay' ' and
natiorial contender James Tierney said the
wanted to fire them.'
commission's documentation could impact
"Says he is not going to take a chance ...
the now-Attorney General's stand on civil
will fire all persons not having a heterosex ~
rights for gay men and lesbians.
ual relationship,'' the MHRC account of the
Richard Davies said that to d<!-te, Tiercall says. "Wants to know ifhe can ask the
ney has said he would not support a gay
relationship question in an interview, or rerights bill because he does not see the need.
quire proof (?) of relationship."
However, he said,Tierney did pledge durBecause lesbians and gay men have no
ing the primary to sign an executive order ·
civil rights protection l).gainst discrimination
if elected that would ban discrimination in
on the basis of sexual orientation, there is
the workplace for state employees during
nothing the commission can do when comhis term.
plaints are called in except document them.
Davies said Tierney's stance against a
Ryan said the practice began in the fall of
gay rights civil rights bill is not cast in
1984 after th(: civil rights bill that had been
stone.
introEluced into the Legislature that year was
"If the evidence shows a clear need for
defeated. She said one of the comments
gay rights legislation," he said, "I think Jim
often made by lawmakers who didn't supwould be persuaded by that."
port the civil rights bill was dhat they did not
believe Maine's lesbians ~nd gay men were
John McKernan, who is-the Republican
victims of homophobic discrimination. The
candidate, does not support civil rights prodocumenting of all lesbian/gay related calls
tection for lesbians and gay men. His
was instituted as a means of gathering exspokesperson, Willis Lyford, sai<;l McKeramples to be offered the next time a rights
nan does not believe that such protections
·
bill is introduced, she said.
·
are needed.
That will definitely occur in the upcomIn a related matter, Ryan of the MHRC
ing session, to begin in January after a new
said that Maine employers will not have any
governor is·elected, according to Maine Lesmore latitude-to discriminate against people
bian/Gay Political Alliance President Dale '
they perceive as AIDS threats because of a
McCormick.
recent U.S. Justice Department opinion on
McCormick said plans are firm for
that subject.
aµother run at civil rights protection, and
The ruling, which has been hit by prosaid some other proposals may also be in the
gressives nationwide, says that employers
offing that will focus legislative debate on
·are within their rights to fire or refuse to hire
issues related to discrimination and violence
people they fear have AIDS or might
directed at lesbians and gay men in Maine.
develop the .illness.
McCormick said she's glad the MHRC
Ryan said Maine's law is stricter (in favor
has been keeping track of the complaints ,
of employees) than the federal law, so it will
and, like Ryan, said she thinks the !)umber
supercede that ruling.
is only a small percentage of the actual
That means the actual legal impact of the
discriminatory incidents tha1t occur.
Justice Department ruling will be nil in
Both McCormick and Ryan said they Maine, but Ryan said she believes the fear
think most lesbians and gay men who are
that the opinion creates in people with
discrimi1_1ated against don't call the MHRC
AIDS, those at risk of developing the illness,
1
because they are aware nothing can be done
their families and their friends is a different
because there's no guarantee in Maine
sort of impact.
statute against homophobic discrimination.
"There is an adverse effect in· the
Those who do call often are either new to
message," she said, which is "as long as
the state or just becoming politically aware,
(employers) are afraid of something, they
· Ryan said.
can terminate someone."
McCormick.added that some of the comMcCormick also hit the Justice Depart- plaints may have been made by people who
ment ruling, saying that the poor logic
are fully aware that the commission could
employed by those who wro~e it is evident
do nothing , but were so outraged that they
when it is analyzed in terqis of another
wanted to put their experience on an official
·
·
·
.minority. ·
record of some I sort.
If the Justice Department had fuled that
'
I
I
Discrimination ''is so painful and so awful
it was permissible for white motel owners
that we keep having to complain to the only
to refuse to hire black desk clerks· for the
body we have to complain to,'' McCormick
overnight shift because they were worried
said.
·
'
. that guests arriving late would be frightened
She said she' believes the new governor .
by a black person behind the counter, there
will be asked to introduce a civil rights :bill
would beicoast-to-coast protests, she said.
•, '
.
for lesbians and gay men as part of his ,of ·.
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woman with an abnormal pap. A DES
daughter may be advised to have pap smears
more frequently if there have been · .any
unusual test results.
DES daughters can get pregnant and have
children. They are, however, considered to
be at higher risk, especially in the latter
months of pregnancy. They should be closely monitored by their prenatal care
providers.
Because the cancer risks and other effects .
of long-term exposure to estrogens are still
not fully known, DES daughters are advised to avoid, if possible, the use of oral contraceptives and other estrogens.
The men who were prenatally exposed to
DES are called DES sons. Until fairly
recently , it was thought that only daughters
were at risk for DES-related problems; this

reproductive ~ancers to develop. How.ever, . ., _
any man, whether DES-exposed or not, who
has had undescended testicles is at greater
risk for cancer of the testicles. DES sons are ·
strongly urged to practice Testicula_r SelfExam every month (see Our Paper, June
1985).
.
When a man knows he is DES exposed,
he should inform his health care provider
and make sure he is given a check-up that
includes a testicular exam and an evaluation
of the health of his reproductive and sexual
organs. It is often recommended that DES
sons see a urologist for this exam. A
urologist specializes in the urinar; tract and
reproductive system of men .
There are often some serious emotional
consequences attached to knowing or
discovering that one is DES-exposed or has
a DES-associated ·problem. DES-exposed
teens may feel embarrassed about a condition that is related to their sex organs. DES
daughters and sons may feel angry at ·their
mothers, or angry because of a lack of control. They may be afraid of medical pro-

Up to one-third of the approximately 3 million DES sons
experience some type of abnormality of the testicles.
is not the case. Up to one-third of the approximately 3 million DES sons experience
some type of abnormality of the testicles.
These .abnormalities include benign cysts of
the epididymis (the sperm storage duct
behind the testicles), small or underdeveloped testicles, and undescended
testicles . It is thought that DES sons may
also experience urinary tract infections, n1arrowing of the urethra, pain, or difficuilty
with urination . Other problems for DES
sons include sterility, low sperm count, and
deformed sperm.
Thus far, there has been no evidence of
cancer-causing effects on DES sons, but it · · ·
may take 60-80 years for some male

blems. DES mothers may also feel angry,
fearful, or guilty. They may be very hesitant to inform their. offspring of their DES
exposure. Many DES-exposed men· and
women do feel a sense of relief and control
once they are informed or have informed
o~rs.
·
If you suspect that you are a DES mother, ·
contact your original physician from when
you were pregnant. You have a legal right
to examine your medical records. Try to find
out when in your pregnancy you were given
DES, how long you took it, in what form,
and the dosage. If your records are
unavailable, talk to your current health care

continued on page 12

2nd Annual
Cruise for Life
Cruise Casco Bay
on the Longfellow
to benefit the Maine
Health F()undation's
AIDS rela1:ed activities·
~

.

Sunday, August 17th·
·5:30-7:30 pm
Tickets available at Our Books,
Woodford's Cafe and other.gay-owned
businesses, or call 773-3564.
$12 per·persoµ
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An Interview with Sonia Johnson
by Elze
"The most important thing I learned
in those next weeks and months following my feminist awakening was that
everybody born on planet Earth since
the patriarchal revolutio.n, which happened about 5,000-7,000 years ago when
the male god kicked the goddesses off
the throne, everybody born has
believed, unless we've made a conscious
effort not to believe it, that God and
.men are in this old boys' club together
with God as president. Because they're
all guys they have a special understanding . .. God only has to itake one look at
them to see that they 're superior in
every way to the rest of us ... ,;

struggle with the church. Her most recent,
but yet unpublished , book is called Going
Out of Our Minds and Other R evolutionary A cts of the Spirit, a title which reflects
her evo lving belief that our thinking must
be transformed in a profound way if the
planet is to be saved.
Our Paper had an opportunity to interview Sonia Johnso n when she was in
Bangor as the keynote speaker on Charlie
Howard Memorial Day. Segments of her
speech appear below in italics.
Sometimes when I say there's a war
on against women, somebody will say,
"Now Sonia, war is a very big word and
we know women 's lives are not what
they should be, but if you overstate your
case like this how can we ever believe
anything you say?" I say to those people
that I wish they were right. I wish war
was too big a word. I can't wait for the
day that I'm overstating my case when I
say there's a war on against women.
War is too small a word for women's
lives ... One of the purposes of the
women 's movement is to make that war
visible so we can see the model upon
which all war is based. One of the purposes of the women's movement is to do
the most taboo of all things and that is
to say there's a war on against women.
That is the thing that for 7000 years
people have not been allowed to say.

When Sonia Johnson spoke in P ortland in April 1982 up on t he invitatio n of
the Femini st Spiritual Co mmunity, she
inspired a group of women to later stage,
· followin g the defeat of the Equal Rights
Amendment, one of the most colorful,
passionate and creative actions progressive politics has ever seen in this state. On
July l, 1982 Monument Square in Portland was an array of co lor as hundred s of
women gathered , dressed as their fav orite
woman in herstory, fo r the Feminist
Independence Day Celebration. The women declared their independence from the
United States Government and publicly
expressed their outrage at the defeat of
the ERA. The day's events culminated in
an act of civil disobedience.
Today men will rape over 2000
Such was the powerofSoniaJohnson's
women in this country, about 2400, and
·example.
that's an FBI figure so we know it's low.
Johnson made national headlines in
Two-thousand t1:1omen a day! That's a
1979 when she was excommunicated from
lot of women . . . What we know is that
the Mormon Church for her activism on
it's a mandate to men. We know it's an
behalf of the Equal Rights Amendment.
institution of patriarchy . . . women
She became a feminist one night at a little
must be raped in significant numbers ,
Mormon Church. meeting in Sterling,
every day. The more we rise, the more
Virginia, when a church leader facilitated
w_e've got to be raped. It's part of the
a special meeting to explain the church's
political terrorism of patriarchy .. .
opposition to the ERA. "I understood
Men are encouraged to do it ...
what the Women's Movement was all
I will remind you people who think
about, in my bones, at that moment," · that war is too big a word, that 1 out of
Johnson said . "I knew where we really
3 f ema/es before she reaches the age of
were in society as women. I thought I was
18 will be sexually assaulted in this
going to die from the: pain of that
country, the majority of those in the
moment."
home ... Incest is the profoundest
Johnson made headlines again when
betrayal of trust we know of between
she participated in a 37-day fast in Illinois
human beings. There's nothing that is
during the final days of the ERA camsuch a murder of the heart, such an
paign. Reactions were mixed within.the
annihilation of the spirit . .. Incest is
feminist movement, the more the women's
endemic in patriarchy . .. We know that
health deteriorated.
to be born female in the patriarchy is to
In 1984, she ran for President of the
be born behind enemy lines.
United States on the Citizens' Party ticket
in order to spread the word of feminism
DE: Since your excommunication from
and to serve as an example of a woman
the Mormon Church, if you had to name
acting on her own power.
the three most significant events or expeDivorced since her excommunication,
riences that have happened to you, what
now a lesbian, Johnson lives in Arlington,
would they be?
Virginia and is writing, speaking, and
SJ: There's so many of them. The first
"doing a lot of motherhood lately." "I've
one would be the fast in Illinois, the first
had all four of my children back home
major event that was influential in my life.
with me," she said .
And watching the Equal Rights AmendHer book, From Housewife to Heretic:
ment fail taught me a lot of things ,' primOne Womans Struggle for Equal Rights
arily that the Democrats are as much a
and Her Excommunication from the Morpart of the patriarchy and the o1d boys '
mon Church ( Anchor Books 1981) chronclub as the Republicans aqd that I wasn't
icles her feminist awak,ening and her
going to do anything for them anymore. I
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watched them kill ERA all across the
countFy. That was a real significant discovery to me. When we work for them
we're putting our energy into the very
system that's d,estroying the planet.
Another significant event was running for
President in 1984 saying feminism, saying
that it's only through that most incllusive
and descriptive analysis of the human
situation that we are going to survive, that
feminism was the only path to any future.
That was fun and unlike anything I'll ever
do again.
DE: Does that mean you're not going
to run again?
SJ: In the women's movement we know
that we should an take turns. Nobody
should hog the spotlight. I really do hope
a woman, not just a woman but a feminist, runs because it gives us a platform, a

when a group ofus in Washington did in a
~period of t,velve months something like
seventeen major civilly disobedient actions
about women.
I recently wrote a book partly to say
what I learned about civil disobedience.
The most important thing it does from my
experience of watching people do it is it
helps people feel less powerless. It .empowers them. except somehow the word
"empower" has gotten to mean practically nothing anymore. It makes people
feel they're really doing something and it
helps them not be afraid anymore. They
do these terribly dangerous things and
then they see they're still alive. They
haven't died. They're not even in any terribly worse shape. They may have some
handcuff welts on them. They may have
been kicked in the ribs . They're really still

·'"\Ve know that to be born female in the patriarchy is to be
born behind enemy lines."
small platform, obviously. The Democrats and the Republicans are never really
going to choose a feminist to run for anything, as we noticed with Ferraro. It gives
us a platform to say to millions of people,
really millions, the most importal)t thing
that has to be said on the planet which is
"Listen to women." I do hope some.body
does it. I really think that one person
ought not to do it more than once. It was a
big job.
DE: You have participated in civil disobedience. What do you see as the power
of civil disobedience and do we use it
enough in the feminist movement? In the
gay and lesbian movement we use it infrequently. Should we use it more?
SJ: You have struck upon a big subject.
There was a time, about 1981 and 1982,

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S CRUISE.
ON CASCO BAY

with the music of

OK. It tielps them be less fearful.
Fear is the tool of the patriarchy to
keep everybody in line. To the degree to
· which we feel less fearful is the degree to
which we can make some change. It's
really important that people stop being 50
afraid, especially women. It advertises
your cause. It makes it visible. People
then join you. It educates people.
There are some major problems with it
which means that I'm not going to do it
anymore. I had a feeling about it for some
time as I Wqs doing it. As long as we're in
reaction to something, as long as we're
fighting against what we don 't want and
giving our attention to it, we're never
going to get what we do want. Fighting
I
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against what we don't want is not the way
to get what we want. When you give-your
attention and energy to what you don't
want, you just make it stronger.
As I was going around the country
campaigning for President in l 984, everybody was saying to me, "Why are you
taking women's votes away from Mondale and Ferraro? You should be fighting
against him!" A·nd I'd say. "All over the
country everybody is fighting against
Reagan and I'll tell you what's going to
happen. That guy's going to win by the
most mammoth landslide this country's
ever seen because everybody is focusing
on him." Everybody was making him
realer and real.e r, the people who want
him and the people who don't. What we
pay attention to is wh at's real. There's no
reality out there except what we say is
real , what we give our attention to. We
were all saying Reagan is very powerful.
He loomed over this country. Do you
think there was any way to tell people to
take their attention away from that man?
There was no way. They were all so fearful. When we are afraid we get exactly
what we're afraid of. When we resist we
get what we resist. What we resist persists.
I know it for a fact.
The system has taught us that resistance is the way to change things. Nothing
has changed for about 7000 years except
gotten worse. Resistance digs it in. So.
although civil disobedience is empowering to the _people doing it, it's also empowering to the system.
We've got to begin to visualize what we
do want and work directly for it, bypassing all that shit because as we wallow in it
we simply increase its power. It's very
difficult to know what to do if you don't
resist. Why is everything in this system
telling us to demonstrate, to do civil disobedience? It's the. message to us because
it will simply make the system stronger.
I

change. We've got to change. We've got tq
change the way we think.

The global patriarchal mind that
thinks it's all right, not just all right, but
necessary, natural and God-ordained that
half the human race which is male rules
the other half which is female by the
most incredible violence and political terrorism known possible, is obviously the
mind that makes the extrapolation, 'This
is the way things are meant to 'be.' It's all
right for one nation to rule another
nation, for the rich to rule the poor., the
strong to rule the weak, people of one
color to rule people of another color,
people of one sexual orientation to rule
people of another sexual orientation
because it's all right for one half the
human race to rule the other half. This is '
our basic world view.
DE: Given the nuclear threat, one ofmy
thoughts is if we try to create the reality we
want, the boys will be over there doing
what they want. Is there a way that won't
impact on our lives? Can we create that .
world without getting rid of them? Won't
their economic policies still affect our lives?
SJ : You can't get rid of them. We've
been fighting them and fighting them. we·
don't make a bit of difference. When three
or four million people gather in Bonn,
Germany to try to keep them from deploying cruise missiles. and they just deploy
cruise as if there wasn't anyone standing
. there, what are you going to do? You have
to figure out that it's not doing anything. If
we continue in this way they are simply
going to blow us sky-high. We are so
afraid, so terrified.
If we would stop being afraid and take a
deep breath and say, "This obviously isn't
working." We're protesting all over the
world. How can we protest more than we
are?!? With our eyes riveted on tho_se guys

' When three or.fo r million eo le ather in Bonn
(,er n
1
to tu to keep them from deploying cruise missi es, and they
just deploy cruise as if there wasn't anyone standing there,
'rh~t are you going to do? You have to figure out that it's not
doing anyt ing .•. There's got to be another way.''

We have to do the very courageous
thing which is to cease to believe those
voices and to say there's something else.
We have to decide what our reality is,
what kind of a world we want and figure
out ways we can move to it without going
through the guys in power. They're never
going to change their minds. They can't.
They can't be non patriarchal or the whole
system would fall. They're never going to
be pro-gay and lesbian. They're never
going to be pro-abortion. They can't be.
That would destroy the whole global
establishment. We have to decide what
that means. Let them go. How are we
going to have our lives the way we want
them without trying to persuade them to

they're killing us. Does that tell us something? It tells us ifs not the answer. They
don't stop. It only fuels them. In 7000 years
things have gotten progressively and steadily more deeply fascist and patriarchal. It's
steadily gone to tne point of annihilation.
There's got to be another way. Now I
don't know what it is. I know what you're
saying about economics. All I know is
we've got to have the courage to do the first
step. Pioneers can never have a five-year
plan. We can't have a five-minute plan. I
qon 't know what it would mean in all areas
if we did that, if we took our attention
away.
Every mother on the planet knows the
more you pay attention to bad behavior in

Comejoin

a child, the more bad behavior you get.
You simply go your own way. You stop
letting it matter and pretty soon it doesn't
matter. You change your response and you
change reality. When we change our reality
there won't be room for theirs. I know it's
true. I'mlisteningalottosomethinginside
Sonia.
I can't tell you what to do about the
nuclear threat. I can think aboui abortion,
for instance. Roe v. Wade really almost
disappeared as soon as we got-it. We know
it'll disappear one way or another now. It
was never meant for women. It was a way
to make women more available to men.
Patriarchy never docs anything for women.

DE: That's the direction you believe
women individually and collectively, and
as the women's movement, must take.
SJ: Absolutely. That's the reason I ran
for President. I didn't wait for anybody to
choose me. I just did it. You just do things.
You don't wait for permission from the
men. If that jerk in the White.Houseean be
a President, anyone can be a President.
_ DE: What is the role for organizations
like the National Organization for Women?
SJ: N.O.W. is not going to shift focus.
What I am saying to you is never going to
be the popular way. It's too hard to get
ah old 6f in the mind . It's so anti patriarchal
that you can hardly hold onto it for very

"If you can't stop this war on against women, if you can't stop _
the idea that war is OK against certain groups, then how can
you stop thr killing of Charlie Howard?'~
We're going to lose it. The men are never
really with us because they have privilege
at our expense. When it comes to a choice
between my life and their privilege they will
always choose their privilege. We simply
have to begin to take our lives into our own
hands. We have to stop asking the men ,
"Oh, please sir, can we have an abortion?"
We've got to train enough of us to give
abortions. If any man in the world can give
an abortion, any woman can. We train a
woman on every block to give an abortion.
The men can just make laws like mad.
Look at all the time we spend lobbying
those guys , lobbying the rulers to give freedom to the slaves! Oh, crumb!
The ultimate, of course, is for us to learn
that we really can control conception. We
. can spontaneously abort when we wish to.
We need to really grab on to our spiritual
powers. They really are real. We'd really
know when we're ovulating if we'd look
inside. All power is inside. There's no
power out there except as we .give it to
people.
They can't do patriarchy without .us . .If
we won't do patriarchy, they can't have it.
If there are no slaves, there can't be any
masters.

... If we can't undermine this world
view, this paradigm that is destroying the:
planet, if we can't begin to undermine it
where it began-it began sexually, it
began with gender-if we can't get it
there, how in the world are we going to
survive this minathat is rushing us to the
great curtain of nuclear flame'! . .. If you
can't stop this .war on against women, if
· you can't stop the idea that war is OK
against certain groups, then how can you
stop the killing of Charlie Howard'!

long. It's a hard feeling to even get. Just a
few women will get it and do it and they are
all over the country. Not everybod y has to
do this. There's never a time when you
have to have the majority to make a
change. That's another lie the system tells
us. It just has to be enough and that mass is
always small.
There's no sense in giving my energy to
trying to change N.O.W. I tried to be president of N.O. W. That organization is set
up to focus on the system. Th.a t is its purpose. It's written into its rules . They are
doing precisely what they say they will do .
They've never said they're about anything
else.
Joanne Dauphinee: My first vivid impression of you was the hunger strike. My ,emotions were very mixed as time went on . .
But for the most part my reaction was," At
last someone is there saying the ERA is
right and just and I'm sitting here as a
witness to that." I experienced that as the
most positive thing that happened in the
final days of the campaign. I'm distinguishing between resistance and a more affirmative action. I'm afraid that if you say civil
disobedience isn't the way, people will
reject all of that.
SJ: I don't think they will. Everybody
knows about civil disobedience and it's
deeply imbedded in us that this is the way
to make change, which should make us
suspicious immediately.
- Patriarchy doesn't even have any notion
of an internal revolution, which is the only
place any real revolution can take place.
We can't even see how the most radical
action of all is to take our eyes off them and
stop beseeching them. The only people

continued on page 13
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by R.J. Blessington

A few years ago, an interesting thing happened. Lesbians started publishing ,
distributing , and buying their own sex
magazines. For a short period of time, there
were no less than five separate publications
specializing in some aspect of 'lesbianproduced, lesbian-oriented sex material.
Three of these magazines survive today .
At the outset, you should know _that if you
are uninterested in, or opposed to, pornography or SIM , these magazines are not
for you. They are graphic, sexually explicit ,
and quite bold in their subject matter. Most
of them de\'ote some print to social ,
political, and health issues, but frankly ; sex
is what makes the.se magazines unique.
The fiction and poetry use words like
" cunt," " pussy," and "fist-fuck. '·' The art
and photography depict scenes of oral sex,
bondage, urination, and butch-femme role
playing. Consent between partners is often,
but not always, included in the fiction. The
recurrent promise in all the magazines goes
something like this: "Mundane work-a-day

fiction by , such well-knowns as Dorothy
Allison and Anne Rice (A.N. Roquelare) .
. The physical quality of'the newsletter improved over time, bµt the poor-quality dot~ matrix printing was hard on the eyes. As the
title of the magazine suggested , it was
primarily a net~orking resource comprised
of ads , announcements, excerpted material,
" how-to" articles , and news. flashes of interest to feminists and fetishists . (Direct inquiries to THE POWER EXCHANGE, PO
Box 527, Richmond Hill, New York
.
11418-0527)
The remaining pubiications, Outrageous
Women, Bad Attitude, and On Our Backs,
have been able to produce issues over the
past few years with varying degrees of irregularity. Outrageous Women and Bad Attitude are distinctly East Coast in style, while
On Our Backs is very much a daughter of
California and the West Coast.
OUTRAGEOUS WOMEN, A Journal Of
Woman to Woman SIM, has been in print
since early 1984. OW carries fiction, news
items, photos, original graphics (some of
. which are good, others of which are not so

'' At the outset you should know that if you are
uninterested in, or opposed to, pornography or SIM,
these magazines are not for you.''
dyke fulfills her wildest sex fantasy. ''
Cathexis and The Power Exchange, the
latter produced by Pat Califia, struggled to
put out a few issues but didn't make it
..... beyond that. Both focuse9 on lesbian SIM ,
but were otherwise dissimilar.
CATHEXIS was a typewritten , stapled
newsletter which the editors hoped to
develop into an SIM version of Lesbian Connection. For the most part, it was polemic
rather than erotic. It . dealt with sex
graphically but also intellectually, covering
issues like child sexual abuse , and therein
may have been Cathexis ' downfall. Dogma
generally dilutes erotica; it distracts the brain
from concentrating on sexual response . (It
_might be like reading The Four-Gated City
while trying to masturbate.) Cathexis did
contain some clever sexual material, and it
was the ground-breaking grandmother of the
magazines that followed. (Cathexis -has not
advertised in over a year, but anyone interested in back issues - there are only two
- may direct inquiries to CATHEXIS, PO
Box 1219, Hopewell Junction , NY 12533.)
THE POWER EXCHANGE, subtitled " A
-: Newleather For Women On The Sexual
Fringe," last appea~ed in June , 1984.
"Editrix " Pat Califia described her target
audience as ''Radical Perverts, Madchen in
Uniform , Bad Girls, Child-Proof Tops ,
Sluts, Slaves, Governesses , Addicts of Instant Gratification, Cross Dressers, Witches ,
Compulsive Masturbators, Bawdy House _

good) , a humorous column called "Ms .
Behaviour, " gay , .lesbian and SIM advertising, some poetry , essays, and interviews
with lesbian SIM practitioners. Living up to
its defiant name, OW features quite a bit of
leather, and does not scrimp.on sex stories,
many of which are well-written. A nice
quality is that this magazine is inter-racial,
carrying photos and fiction that feature
women of color and white women. Many
of the stories are heavy on the butch-femme,
or slave-mistress (master) theme. Bluejeans
and corsets abound, making OW the dyke's
versiqn of Drummer.
OW, like Cathexis,- presents lesbian SIM
within a political context, but avoids the
temptation to place all SIM against a

''Blue jeans and corsets abound, m~king Outrageous
Women the dyke's version of Drummer."
background of women's oppression by men.
OW definitely carries the impression that no
matter how radical these feminists are, the
real point is that they enjoy SI¥ as an end
in itself - a tum on - and they feel no need
to justify their enjoyment. (OUTRAGEOUS
WOMEN, PO Box 23 , Somerville ;
Massachusetts 02143 . $11/4 issues, single
issue $3 , enclose "over 18" statement.)
BAD' ATTITUDE, A Lesbian .Sex
Magazine , is Outrageous Women 's not-sovanilla sister from the Boston area. The first
issue; released in Spring , 1984 as an insert
in Gay Community News, carried articles :

''Dogma generally dilutes erotica; it distracts the brain
from concentrati~g on sexual response."
Keepers, Sadist~,' Whores, Masochists, and
Live Lesbian Sex Acts.''· (Califia is clever,
but perhaps she comes on too strong; selling a magazine is not like ~orking over a
• · ·
sex slave!)
. TPE covered topics like successful buttfucking techniques, women and AIDS , and
nationwide SIM resources . It ran poetry and
"PARENTS OF
~
GAYS AND LESBIANS
....-... -.
A Support Group"
'-~.
.Mondays 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.

1"SPOUSES OF GAYS
AND LESBIANS .
A Support Group"

·

1

Tuesdays 5:30 p.m·,-7:3() _P.m.
Led by CAROL KERR, M.Div.
For further· information call 871-8135. · .
Individual counselihg sessions also a~ailable.
..
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The non-fiction offers fantasies of anal
penetration, bondage, water sports, dykes
in drag , Grace Jones(!) , dildoes, and more.
There are photos by Morgan Grenwald , .
Raze) Tova, and Susan Fleischman, including one of her photos of a pregnant
dyke.
Veneita Porter contributes material from
a black woman's perspective. Articles ~n the
G-spot, anti-pornography laws, fat women ,
, lesbian-sex problems and the 1982-Barnard
Conference have appeared. Some of the better known writers to have·graced the pages
of BA are Joan Nestle, Cindy -Patton, Olga
Broumas, and Dorothy Allison. Bad Attitude
is definitely the thinking lesbian's stroke
magazine. (BAD ATTITUDE, clo GCN ,
Box 69 , 167 Tremont St. , Boston,
Massachusetts 02111. $813 issues, single
issues $3, back issues $3.50.)
ON OUR BACKS, which bills itself as
"Entertainment for the Adventurous Lesbian,' ' is precisely that - entertainment. It
is light on the politics, heavy on the features:
fiction, graphics, interviews, ads, health
tips, and how-to's. OOB, which is not to be
confused with off our backs (the excellent
feminist news monthly) , is unashamedly
pro-sex.
OOB' s format is a glossy", 48-page
quarterly, and it manages to come out almost
regularly. It's especially interesting for us
Downeasters, because OOB, which comes
from San Francisco, shows us what we 're
missin east of the Rockies. Regular coiumns
include "Book Reviews," "Sex Points"
(commentary), "Toys For Us" · (Susie
Bright's general sex column covering
anything from consumer info on vibrators
and dildoes to nightlife for dykes in
Chicago) , " Fantasies In The Field"
(readers ' contributions), ''Sextracts' ' (lesbian news shorts), and Suzanne Gage 's informative health column, "In The 'Pink." There are interviews with sex professionals,
photo spreads that are both elegant and raunchy, and black and white artwork by Noreen
Scully, Laurie White, and others . The works

and fiction that covered a broad variety of
lesbian sexuality - lesbians in prison, lesbian hookers, and even an excerpt from The ·
Sophie Horowitz Story, by ·Sarah Shulman.
BA lives up to its naughty name , mixing
essays on sexuality , censorship, feminism
and society with a liberal amount of good ,
graphic sexual fiction , art, and photography . _

of lesser known authors and poets are mingled ~ith material by Lee Lynch, Joan Nestle, Pat Califia, Barbara Ruth , and the ubiquitous Dorothy Allison. The all-star lineup of photographers includes Honey Lee
Cottrell, Tee Corjnne, Morgan Grenwald,
Linda Stalter, ano Sean Reynolds , among
others. Fat women, older women, and
Asian, Latina, and Black women have been
represented in OOB's pages.
The fiction is uneven in quality , but
notable inclusions have dealt with menstrual
blood lust, dykes in heavy drag , and phone
sex. Columns and features have covered lesbian sex videos, leather fashions , vaginal "infections , the temptations of straight women,
lace, tattoos ,. and a general assortment of
saucy femmes and raging bulldaggers. The
ads, which are profuse, offer everything
from feminist therapy and health care to lesbian strip shows, vibrators, and " hot women
talk tapes." If you like to read or answer
personal ads , you tnay enjoy OOB's everexpanding personals column in the
classifieds . (ON OUR BACKS, PO Box _

THE GOOD EGG· CAFE
705 , Congress Street
.773 • 0801

421916, San Francisco, California 9414f
$15lone year - bulkmail , $19lone year first class mail , single' issue $4, back issue
$5 , enclose "over 18" state~ent.)
You won't find these publications at the
newsstand, even in the section with Penthouse, Honcho, and Playgirl. New Leaf
Books in Rockland and Our Books in
Portland do not carry these magazines but
will special-order them , upon request, or: .
you may obtain them directly by writing to
the above address.

Health.
continued from page 9
provider about why you suspect that you
took DES, and have a medical check-up. Be
sure to inform your DES-exposed offspring.
(DES exposure doesn't carry over froni one
pregnancy to another. In other words , if you
took DES for one pregnancy but not
another, the only child who is DES-exp<i>sed
is the one you were pregnant with at the time
you took the drug.)
DES sons and daughters , or those who
suspect that they were prenatally exposed to
DES, should ask their mothers if they took
any drugs or " vitamins" during pregnancy . If they can't obtain information from
their mothers, they should try to obtain their
mothers ' pregnancy records from the
original physician, hospital , or pharmacist .
If these records are unavailable, they should
discuss their reasons for suspecting DES exposure with their health care providers, and
have a medical check-up to evaluate them
for DES-related problems. (DES-exposed
men and women should follow the medical
guidelines previously mentioned in this
article.)
The best information about DES is
available from DES-ACTION , a consumer::
oriented health group that puts out a newsletter and excellent brochures for DES
daughters and sons . They can provide a list
of the names under which DES was
marketed and they can provide referrals to
physicians who specialize in DES issues .
Their address is DES-ACTION, Long
Island Jewish-Hillside Medical Center, New
Hyde Park, New York 11040, phone: (516)
775-3450.
The New Our Bodies, Ourselves (Simon
and Schuster, 1985) contains a very complete section on DES, including a small
bibliography.
In 1979, the Maine legislature passed ~!An
Act Concerning Persons Exposed To
rnethystilbestrol. " The law provided for
public health education aimed at informing
the public about DES , the establishment of
a registry of DES-exposed individuals (an
estimated 27-54 ,000 Maine mothers ,
daughters, and sons), and a provision prohibiting insurance companies from refusing
to insure a person based solely on his or her
exposure to DES .
If you want more information on DES, including referrals to physicians or brochures
on DES. exposure, Breast -Self~Exam, and
Testicular Self-Exam, call the Maine Cancer
Information Service at 800-225-7034, talk
to your health care provider, or visit a family
planning clinic.
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who can really keep ahold of what I am
saying are people who are already thinking
in this direction and it just clarifies it for
them.
My theory always is to say my thing and
not to worry. And I say it to anybody
anywhere. When I talk about feminism I
lay it out to everybody. I just assume people can stand it. I never try to gauge the
audience.
DE: Is there something in your Mormon
roots that has laid the · foundation for
where you are spiritually right now? How
have you grown spiritually?
SJ: No woman can really flourish spiritually in the patriarchal churches because
they're set up to keep her from it and to
make her subservient to men.
I didn't begin to flower spiritually until I
got out of the patriarchal church. And then
there was no holding me. My spirit just
e~panded to fill all available space. When I
talk about spirit I'm not talking about religion. I think spirituality and religion are
antithetical. I was never terribly interested
in the Goddess religion movement, except
I'm interested in the Goddess as a symbol,
the Goddess within, because that's the only
place I can see any deity being. I very much
dislike the idea of external powerful beings.
It sets up the sadomasochistical patriarchal paradigm.
The Mormon Church doesn't have anything in it that's any different from any
other church in the world. When I got
excommunicated from the Mormon Church
I kept going Sunday after Sunday for ten
months, not because I believed in the
church, because I didn't. I went for political reasons because it fl.ad been such a furor
and I didn't want people to forget. It was
an action .. Every Sunday just after the
church meetings had started I would walk
in a little late and walk up to the middle
and make everyone move over for me so I
could sit right in the center. I made an
entrance every damn Sunday so they would
remember women and remember how bad
I had said things were in the church for
women. I'd wear my ERA stuff to church.
What I noticed was the less I believed it,
the less there was there. There had been a
time when the church was very rich to me.
I'd sit there and feel so spiritually moved,
so full of love, feel so transported. I
thought it was the church that was doing it,
that it was comng to me. What I discovered
was I had been giving it to the church. It
was in me all the time. Women try to make
those churches into what they need. We
put all that light and warmth and good
women's stuff into a little tiny box with a
tight lid. When you get out of the church ·
and you 're still giving off that stuff, there's
just tons . more of it than you were ever
allowed to give there: There was something
inside me that could not be contained by
this planet. I was so much more than I ever
dreamed.

When they call this the women's liberation movement, they're not kidding. They're
talking about the liberation of the soul.
We 're still in the same economic, social and
political place. Where we aren't is in the
same spiritual place. The women's movement is the greatest spiritual revolution in
the history of the world. Women's souls are
changing. Women's spirits are rising. It's
not a civil rights movement. It's not about
women's rights. It's not about issues. Feminism is the most inclusive and descriptive
analysis of the human situation that there's
ever been.
Nothing like it has ever been seen
before ... The women's movement is not
about making men feel guilty, or making
women who collaborate in this feel
guilty. It's about telling the truth so
something can be done, so the world can
be saved, so all of us can live ...
If all injustice and oppression have as
their common basic model the hatred
and subjugation of women, the solution
seems simple to me. It means we've got
to do the most revolutionary, the most
radical, the most dangerous, the mo$(
subversive and undermining act to patriarchy of all possible acts, and that is that
all of us, men and women, gay and
straight, have to learn to love women ...

Loving and respecting and honoring
slaves and slave culture is the hardest
possible act in any culture ... We have
to internalize the values of the slave culture . .. the good values out of women's
culture . . . The enunciation of those best
values is feminism ...
I think those are no more women's
ways than they are men's ways ... I
think all these ways are human ways ....
I have three sons whom I love as much
as if they were daughters. I can
remember when they were very tiny they
were as womanly, as loving, as empathetic, as intuitive, as gentle and warm,
and all the things we think of as womanly ... Then I sent them off to nursery
school and I never saw them again.
That's one of the tragedies of my life.
They began to be enculturated in another
culture-and it was a culture that taught
them mothers were stupid, mothers were
peripheral. If I was an·actress and someone told me to cry, the thing I could cry
about easiest is my boys ... I mourn
because I know what they could have
been and what the system didn't allow.
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hear my own voice, to sort it out and to
stick to it in the face of everything. That's
all I need'to do. That's my only goal. If I do
that, 111 be OK.
I know when I'm hearing it because it
tells me things I've never heard any place
else and that everybody would say are
stupid and crazy. It s"ays things to which I
say, "~o! That can't be right!"That's how I
know I'm hearing it.
And I want to keep on saying what it

says to me without being afraid. I just
spoke three times last month and I'm not
even sure 'people will keep on having me
speak. I just put people in such an uproar
they about died. They just go to pieces.
And women are going to pieces more than·
they used to go to piect;s when I said the
same thing. It means the system-mind is

take. We have to get to a place where we
feel joy and excitement about the possibilities. That may not work, but.there isn 't any
other way I can see.
How you treat women is central to
solving the problems in the Middle East,
central to doing anything decent and
reasonable about Central America, central to figuring out a global economy that
really works, central to solving every
problem ... It is only in a global trans! ormation in the status of women that
there is any hope at al/for continued life
on this planet. ... The only truth that's
coming forth on this planet now is coming out of women's hearts because the
oppressed are always in the peculiar
situation of being outside the structure in
a place where they can hear and see
things differently. That's the reason for
the women's movement. That's the reason this is women's time ... The most
radical act is to listen to ourselves.
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DE: Do you believe there's a role for
men in feminism?
SJ: Oh, there's a role-to help us. Men
who are interested in saving the planet
have simply got to help women. They have
to be the support team. They're simply not

.

ever-changing MENlJ
21 Pleasant Street
Portland. Maine 04101
207-774-5408

closing in on people.
DE: I wonder if it's because people feel
so much more desperate. Things are getting worse every day. It gets even more
hQrrendous in just the space of two
weeks-the Supreme Court decision, ~iilions of dollars to the Contras, the Justice
Department's memo on AIDS. If someone
is then challenging us to push further and
in a different way, if we're being confronted with the weaknesses of our form of
resistance, a resistance in which we put so
much energy and faith, there may be more
of a reaction.
SJ: Yes, and the desperateness is a mis-

"When they call this the women's liberation movement,
_ they're not kidding. They're talking about the liberation of the
soul."

"We've got to train enough of us to give abortion~ If any man
can give an abortion, any woman can ... The men can just
make laws like mad. Look at all the time we spend lobbying
those guys, lobbying the rulers to give freedom to the slaves!
Oh, crumb!"

massive ... magnifieent
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the leaders. Right now there is only one
source of truth on the planet and that's in
women's hearts and lives. Those voices
have to be heard or we're all dead. Those
voices aren't in inen's bosoms. Their experience hasn't taught them what needs to be
said and done right now. They have to
make our lives easy so we can do this work.
They are not about deciding what has to be
done. They haven't a clue. The best of them
really don't know. We hardly know. We
just have vague feelings about it. We are so
·groping. We are the genuine pioneers.
DE: Any goals on the burner?
SJ: My goals are- minute to minute
goals. My most important goal is to try to
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Circle All the Bases: An Interview with Women from Seneca
by Elze

_,

"Circle all the bases, circle day and
night,
Enclose them in a wall of sacred
strength and sight.
Let the people see them for what they
really are,
Let the people know they threaten our
·
home star... ."
(A song sung at Seneca)
Thankfully, the Fourth of July is becoming an annual Day of Resistance. This year,
gay men and lesbians marched thousandsstrong in New York City to protest the recent Supreme Court decision. Here in Maine
we remembered Charlie Howard and
marched proudly through the str~ets of
Bangor. And , the Seneca Women's Peace
Camp (i.e., the Women's Encampment for
a Future of Peace and Justice) celebrated its
fourth anniversary.
Since July 4 , 1983, a feminist presence
has existed alongside the Seneca Army
Depot in Romulus, New York. The women
are there are witnesses against the patriarchal war machine. Thousands of women
from all over the world have walketl on encampment soi I .

/

and thirty on the weekend and a few of them
may stay for extra days. In the winter we
even got down to one for a few days - me.
But I had a lot of support from off-land
women who would c9me at night so I
wouldn't be alone . ..
L: Women from Rochester, Syracuse,
Geneva, Ithaca .. .
S: The problem is that the women in the
area have always had to support the encampment, to be there and take care of it. The
people who travel to come to the camp leave
eventually. This is going to <be the fourth
summer of the peace camp. The off-land
women have had quite a responsibility and
_ they're really getting burned out. We need
other women to come and stay .

DE: What's the situation with off-land
women? Is there organized support
throughout New England?
L: We ' re about as organized as we can
be. The concept is that off-land women and
on-land women are all equally a part of the
encampment. The land is owned by the encampment. All women have the same say
in the governance and operation of the
camp, the spending of money, and also the
same responsibility to raise money . Groups
of women from the same area often become

"The encampment is maintained always ·as a safe space
for peace work.''
their 9wn affinity group because they
From the depot, first-strike nuclear
become friends at the camp and they become
weapons are shipped to Europe. According
close and often as close as sisters.
to Nuclear Battle.fields: Global Links in the
There is no hierarchy and that's the _way
Anns Race by Richard Fieldhouse and
it
was designed. We're really living it.
William Arkin, as report_ed in the encampSometimes it's very hard to do. !f there's
ment's newsletter , the Seneca Army Depot
a hole in the -network because someone is
is the largest U.S. Army nuclear weapons
sick. or someone has to go to the West Coast,
storage depot in the world.
that woman's absence is really felt.
At the recent Women and Power Conference (see · Our Paper July 1986) Our · DE: What is the goal of the encampment
now?
Paper had ·an opportunity to interview
L: We have two goals: one is to maintain
several women who have spent much time
a visible presence at the depot for peace, and
at -the peace camp. Seamist, from Topsham,
the other is to continue t6 develop an alterjust returned to Maine after living nearly a
native form of living to the patriarchy, to
year at the encampment. Joan , from Boston,
continue experimenting with consensual livand Terri, from Philadelphia, have spent
ing and to keep refining that and meeting the
several summers at Seneca. Pam, from
challenges
with which it presents us. That's
Cambridge, helped organize Seneca from
been the strongest issue this last year. It was
t_he Boston area and has been deeply in- very hard and very painful and we've come
volved in the camp from its beginning.
through it and now we have to put it to the
Laura, an "off-land woman" from Ithaca,
test. We have to try to live with these things
spends as much time as she can at the peace
we've said we will do.
camp.
.
DE: Like what?
For further information, please contact the
L: For example, asking women who don't
encampment at: 5440-Route 96, Romulus,
respect "respected policy" to leave the land.
New York 14541, 607-869-5825.
We've said we will do that because we had
a very heavy issue over respected policy last
•'Our power is in our refusal to cooperate
summer.
with the death dealers ... As we struggle
Respected policy is a mutual held agreethrough our differences, we assert our right
ment. The policy that was disrespected to
to create a world of peace and justice ...
the point where it endangered the entire en· . Through education, civil disobedience and
campment was around nudity. Respected
the evolution of community, we work to
policy was that you wore your shirt in front
transform the world into a place where life
of the barn. We had women who disreis respected and celebrated in every action.''
spected that policy. We spoke to them about
-From statement of women at Seneca
it and they said, "I'm choosing to disrespect
respected policy." Two women were arDE: What's happening at Seneca now?
rested. The sheriffs came on the land and .
How many women are there?
arrested them. We felt that endangered all
S: It's very hard to tell you how many
the women at the camp. It took us all winter
women are there now. It's very transient.
to hassle out what we were going to do about
There might be six or eight during the week

peace camp. It requires a certain commitment on the part of feminists to think about
how inuch they can contribute.
This issue allows you to remove yourself
from the patriarchy. It's ·different than other
issues in that way. With more direct service
groups , you're immersing yourself in the
patriarchy, the head-on confrontation. Our
peace camp is a place where we're involved
in creating change among ourselves. It's a
very empowering process. It's a very aggressive process. I've seei\ the growth since
1983. It's an aggressive stand. You're not '
there without realizing your personal power
in confronting the patriarchy . We are watched. We are followed. We're recorded.
You don't come and leave without realizing you' re a very serious person.

this. We finally came to consensus at the
regional meetirig for two meetings in a row,
which is what it takes to change or establish
respected policy . We will first talk to a
woman who is disrespecting respected
policy and then, if she will not change her
behavior in the interests of the welfare of
the whole camp, we will ask her to leave.
Whether we can really do that is another
question and we have to see this summer.
Hopefully we won't have to ask anyone to
"leave, but we have to have the courage to
live up to what we agonized through.
S: Some women have -not come back to
the camp after the first or second summer
because we had paid staff at that time and
only the staff was allowed in the house . It
isn 't like that anymore.

''This issue allows you to remove yourself from the
patriarchy ... Our peace camp is a place where we're involved in creating change among ourselves.''
The encampment is maintained always as
a safe space for peace work . You can do
your civil disobedience., You can do
whatever you want. But at no time can you
endanger any of the women on the land .
That's very important to women comiy g onto the _land who are new. They don't have
to worry about being arrested if they don 't
wish to be arrested , being involved· in
something in which they don't want to be
involved.

It's very much a working-class place. It
seems to be predominantly working-class.
Mostly lesbians.
J: There are some active and committed
heterosexual women involved.
P: It's a place where one comes to understand what it means to be a lesbian, to be
in that environment with predominantly lesbians and break through the stereotypical
ideas about lesbians. It's a pla~e where
women realize their connectedness to other
women.

DE: How do you feel about the existing
support for Seneca? Has the energy and
enthusiasm for it waned since its first
summer? I don't see as much about the
peace camp in the feminist newspapers
that I receive as I used to see.

DE: What happens at Seneca during a
day? How do you spend your time? ·
S: It varies according to the time of year.
In the winter, you get up, empty the pails
of w.atei: because we havt': no, drainagc,for
the inside of the house , split some wood,
start the fire , basically taking care of
yourself and the house so you can exist. You
answer mail, network with other wo~en-1n
the U.S. and· Europe.
··

L: We talk about this all the time. Partly
it's· because We're invisible in the media.
And partly because in the peace movement
there are only so many people who can work
on things and different movements tend to
be popular. Right now there's a Jot of energy
going to Big Mountain and that's good. And
a lot of people are working on Central
America and the apartheid issue. It 's a difficult time. And, if there's only "X"
number of people who can find it in
themselves to rise up and fight the patriarchy ano do something about these situations,
then obviously some groups will have fewer
numbers. We feel we just have to keep on
and struggle. We're not going to giv.e up .
We would love to have more women come.
P: I think the Seneca Women's Peace
Camp is really a part of lots of feminists'
consciousness and is a place that many,
many women are , glad exists. The peace
camp has gone through a lot of different
women's hands' and the women who are
most actively involved at this moment
haven't had very much experience in
creating our own publicity. We're not really generating. a pitch to encourage women .
to either invest money in the camp or come
and put some of their a~tention into the
camp. It's existing in ·so many women's
minds that if the time came that due to lack
of suppoi:t it did suddenly close, it wouid be
very shocking to a lot of women. We really
have to create the consciousness that it's the
women's movement that does. support the

0

· DE: What do the military boys do?
S : As far as we know , ail year long the
house is bugged and the phone is bugged .
When we go to the fence to put up signs,
weave webs , .or talk with them, some of
them are really angry. Some will talk to us
about their families. Always we get cars of
men going by yelling obscenities.
During the summer we have to commit
three hours of our day to working on -the
land - cooking, cleaning, clearing brush ,
building, fixing the house. The rest is for
your peace work. You can go off and form
an affinity group, demonstrate. at the gate,
hand out leaflets, talk with people in town,
do civil disobedience. This woman sitting
right here holds the record for being on base
undetected - nine hours! (Laughter)
T: We got lost on base and we wandered
around for nine hours trying to get out.
(More laughter)
"
We decided we'd go in 'and put signs
around. We also wanted to check ·out the
place. We were c'urious. ,We went.over the
fence at an unused gate· when no one was
around. We started exploring. We found
these strange-looking, long, low things. I
don't know what they were.
S: I think they were missile silos.
T: They were about 30 feet long, maybe

~
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15 or 20 feet high . They were totally white, - around this disas ter other than fo change
consciousness. And I, along with millions
covered with what looked like stucco. They
of
other women every day all around the
·had no doors. There were three of them .
world, are trying to change consciousness
Maybe radioactive material was stored in
through magic . I know this is happening . I
them and they were sealed off.
did not know this was happening before
At that point, a woman decided to put a
Seneca.
web up across the road . This truck saw it
T: I've become a lot more womanand stopped . We were hiding and ·they were
identified. There's so many women doing
looking for us with the searchlights . There
so many amazing things. I also feel , though,
were about six trucks looking fo r us. We
that I've gotten more cynical about things
were hiding in a very small clump of bushes.
because of some of the problems we've had.
They didn't find us. Then we got lost
I did feel there was a kind of select group ,
because we-didn ' t want to go back the way
a feeling of " us versus them" which I felt
we came.
bad about. I came out as a bisexual woman
DE: What does Seneca need from peoat the encampment and I felt there was some
ple out in the world?
discrimination towards heterosexual and
S: Seneca right now needs women to
bisexual women. It was an issue at one point
come onto the land and be a presence. It 's
while I was there.
very important. A lot of women don't come
S·: I learned to love myself and all women.
on the land or are hesitant because they don ' t
It
has
been empowering i:o participate in the
understand what we 're doing and they' re
rituals , the fire walks. My own spirituality
afraid. A woman from Maine came and she
has grown . It's been a very free space for
was hesitant, she said , because she didn 't
me to be a Christian witch. I can never go
have the peace vocabulary , the terminology.
back to where I was before because of the
She didn't think she could be of any use. She
infonnation I have now. I know now patriarwas wonderful! This winter we must hav e
chy is the cause - the cause of classism ,
women on the land , even if women can onracism , rape. All of this is war. -They enjoy ·
ly come for a weekend.

m~

andTeft . It had never da wned on
that I -could do that!
L : I came to Seneca in a very traumatic
time in my life. I ha d a new baby , my family life was falling apart, and I was falling
apart at the seams . Being at Seneca with
other women was special. I found a new
power starting to rise up in me. I found that

life. I had been digging around for years and
years looking everywhere for something that
would suit me for my relationship to the
universal. Now it's coming to me. I think
I would never have gotten there if I hadn't
come to Seneca.
When l'in at Seneca I feel so wonderful
being on that special land .that is women's

' ' Just walking on that soil you can feel the power
r ushing up through your feet. I would like the rest of
the world to be like Seneca. ' '
my life situation was only as bad.as I would
let it be . I had tremendous power I could
marshall if I was only in the right space to
do it. I've manifested this power in my life
and I've come to be in touch with myself
spiritually after a long , long search in my

land , that's been loved by women and not
abused. Just walking on that soil you can feel
the power rushing up through your feet into your body . I would like the rest of the
world to be like Seneca.
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''Through my experiences with the peace camp my
direction in this global. radical feminist movement is
through witchcraft ... I, along with millions. of other
women every day all around the world, are trying to
change consciousness through magic.'' .
We also need money . We are a registered
campground in New York State. Each year
the Health Department comes up with
something different we have to do. We had
to drill two wells and put in a different
drainage system to get our camping permit.
Our mortgag~ was paid off but we had to
ta'.ke out another mortgage to do all this
work.
DE: How have each of you changed as
a result of your involvement with Seneca?
· P: In a very global sense I feel loved by
the international women 's movement. I
started seeing it as a global movement. I had
not worked with international, lesbian ,
radical women revolutionaries determined
to believe that for planetary survival we really have to totally change our forms of·
government. I entered into Seneca as the
typical petition-signer in Central Square,
organizing legal demonstrations all within
the mixed community , and then centering
on this women's action , my very first allwomen's action.
I was taught by more experienced women
at Seneca all of the relationships between
feminism and militarism. Through my experiences with the peace camp my direction
in this global radical feminist movement is
through witchcraft. I don 't see any way

war. It puts the dollars in their po.ckets.
There will always be war unless we change
it. We are the only people who can. We have
to live the vision and change the world.
J: The helicopters come down pretty low
several times a day . It's noisy. They' re there
continuously no matter how many women
are on the land. It 's then that I feel like I
have power as a woman at the peace camp ,
as a woman with a vision for a different kind
of world, as a woman who is listening to
herself. I feel like those helicopters are saying , "You' re not supposed to be doing
that. " That is empowering to me. It's empowering to me to be with other women who
feel that life force and are using it just in
terms of living with each other every day .
S: It's also a learning process. Last summer we were doing a demonstration in front
of the main gate on Hiroshima Day. We
were gathered in a circle sitting on the
ground and the guard came over and said,
" You have to move. Youcan'tbehere. You
have tQ move to the side." Most of us started
picking our things up to move but one
woman who had been at Seneca for awhile .
said, " Thank you for telling us . I hear what
you ' re saying, but we choose to be here."
We looked at her! We sat back down . He
didn't know what to do. He turned around

discover new routes
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Charlie How-ard ,Meillorial Day, Bangor
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Panelists disagreed on whether Bangor's
''notoriously difficult place to pull off any
lesbian and gay population has coalesced inkind of event, ' ' and concluded. ''We have
to a community. Gordon, also ,Secretary of
more activists connected with the lesbian and
the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance,
gay rights movement than with other social
expressed concerns over the decline in the
change groups . ' '
number of activists since the tragedy . •'By
Despite the difficulties, all concurred
and large there is no gay and lesbian comgains had been achieved , particularly a
munity in Bangor," he charged. "A few
greater visibility for the gay and lesbian
people are willing to work and participate .
population and ·easier access to and more
. Is our local organization legitimate with so
positive attention from the media. Said
few people supporting those who are ace
Nicoloff, "A real good example is that
tive?' ' Gordon said the larger community
WWMJ , a Top-40 radio station, has played
has a responsibility to give both financial and
news spots about" tomorrow's events
emotional support to those doing the political
throughout this week. That blows my
work. "I'm not getting enough feedback
mind, " she exclaimed . Added Gordon,
from the community-at-large, " he said.
" The consciousness of the police departIn contrast, both Dauphinee and Nicoloff_ . ment has also increased. They're much more
asserted that a much stronger sense of comresponsive to our needs ." Gordon said that
munity exists since Howard 's death even
it was once common for police officers to -~
though Bangor remains overwhelmingly
join others in yelling epithet,s at gays on the ~
closeted. · Dauphinee, who has lived in
streets.
Bangor
her life, shared ; " Whenever I
The panel concluded with remembrances ~
needed support before in the political work
of Charlie Howard and reflections on what _g
I was doing, l'.d have to make a long distance
he meant to those present. Recalling that his · Q.
call to Portland. That's not true anymore ,"
murder radicalized many people and comshe said. Though agreeing with Gordon that
.pelled them to make a statement by corning
Bangor is •'a pretty scary place to be out, ''
out, Nocoloff said that Howard.has become
she expressed hopefulness because •'people
a symbol for the community. "He stood out.
are taking chan~es now that they ' ve never
He was not a political leader. He made a lot
before taken.' ' Nicoloff added, ''Though the
of people uncomfortable in both the straight
kind of activism that happened here two
and gay community ,' ' she asserted, referryears ago has not been sustained, the neting to Howard's openness about his sexualiworks are better connected. I feel a much
ty . ."It's done us some good as a communistronger sense of community. " Nicoloff, a
ty to embrace him as one of our own."
four-year resident of that area , recalled,
"He was both a martyt and a hero, " said
' 'Before Charlie died I wasn't sure if I
Dauphinee .. "Any time people are
wanted to stay here . When I saw this comoutrageous, any time people are obviously
munity pull together in response to Charlie's
gay in a homophobic community, oqviousdeath , I changed my mind."
ly different in any way, and particularly if
Both panelists and participants grappled
they act proud of that difference, that's an
with the wby and wherefore of Bangor's
apt of courage. "
diminishing activism. Sabol attributed it to
During Sunday moming '_s memorial serthe lack of anonymity found in such a small
vice people were visibly moved by the pastown and the rural lifestyle in which people , sion and eloquence of the words spoken and
simply stay home more often. Others
the songs sung. A few present had never
discussed the fears of losing jobs and loved
before attended a church service. Many had
ones.
never before heard, nor had ever imagined ,
Dauphinee, however, offered a more opthe words "gay " and ..-lesbian" spoken in
'timistic view. From -her experiences in
a church in such an honored way.
N.O.W., the Maine Civil Liberties Union
Commemorating all the gay men and lesand the Democi;atic Party, she is aware, she
bians whose deaths have been denied by
said, that Bangor is known statewide as a
histof)' and by their own families, Deacon

called to memory those who died · in Nazi
concentration camps, in fire-swept gay bars,
and at the hands of queerbashers and
assassins , stating , "We have years to go
before we sleep in freedom .,'
TheIT\es of justice, freedom and equality
imbued the readings delivered by Daniel
Eaton Pentlarge of the Unitarian Universalist Chu_rch Association in Boston and Acting Director of the denomination's Office
of Gay and Lesbian ·concerns , and Lois
Reed who was President of the Bangor congregatfon at the time of Howard 's murder.
" I'm proud of the stand our church took two
years ago," Reed toli:i the assembly . "I want
the freedom denied Charlie Howard for each
of us ."
Charles Grindle. Director of Music at
First Parish Church, Portland, and Co-Chair
. of the Unitarian Univesalists for Lesbian and
Gay Concerns, moved the crowd to tears
when he sang, "If We Only Have Love. "
More tears flowed. when everyone joined in
singing Holly Near's "Singing For Our
Lives .' '
" We are a gentle, angry peopie, and we
are singing, singing for our lives. We are
gay and straight together, and we are singing, singing for our lives."
Deacon delivered the morning 's major address . In his sermon he examined the fear
and loathing of gay people which turns to
hatred and violence ''fed and cherished 1by
our religious traditions," calling it a fear and
loathing of the body and sexuality. With fervor; he blasted the "five ignorant Supreme

continued from page I

reclaim the ancient view of sex as something
magical and awesome , to " imagine a Jesus
who is sexual " (i .e. , "not afraid to touch
life deeply " ), and to " say who we are,
declare our own truth , and build a
community.' '
As if talking about sex in church wasn 't
enough of a surprise, the service ended with
everyone reading the powerful words of
Frederick Douglass: " Those who profess to
favor freedom and yet deprecate agitation ,
are people who want crops without .plowing up the ground . .. This struggle may be a
moral one; or it may be both moral and
physical ; but it n;iust be a struggle. Power
. concedes nothing without a demand . It never
· did and it never will. Find out what people
will submit to, and you have found out the
exact amount of injustice which will be imposed upon them . The limits of tyrants are
prescribed by the endurance of those whom
they oppress ."
Nearly everyone attending the service
marched to the site of Charlie's murder with
flowers in hand to ritually throw into the
stream. After casting the flowers , ma_rchers
pause(\ for a period of silent reflection .
Though few bystanders could be seen on
Bangor's major thoroughfare , two hecklers
persistently followed the march on its return ,
occasionally shouting such epithets as ''Kill
all the faggots." In response , some marchers sang more loudly several verses of
"Ain't Gonna Let Nobody Tum Me
Around ."

all

Judith Lippa, MSW
Licensed _C linical Social Worker
Psychotherapy

I
I!

Individuals, Couples, Families

Suite 423
142 High Street
Portland, ME 04101
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773-1235

Court justices" for their recent decision in
Bowers v. Hardwick which ugheld a state's
right to outlaw private consensual sex . He
charged the court with fueling the economic,
political and psychological hatred , fear and
loathing of gay and lesbian people. Calling
the Fourth of July "a fraud for us , " exclaiming, "This is Soweto for u~," Deacon
remarked on the irony of the Statue of tiberty 's rededication the same week "the
Supreme Court makes a sick joke out of its
meaning.'.' "It is time for rage," he continued. "We cannot count on this 'country
'
for ju tice.''
Deacon called Christiaoity 's historical ,
simultaneous disdain and exaltation of the
body (i.e., the promise of resurrection)
''Christian schizophrenia,'' the separation
of the body/sexuality from whatever is holy. He called upon those assembled to

Meeting Notice:

A.c.o.A~

I

l

I

Every Monday, 7:30-9:00 p.m.
Y.W.C.A. "Club Room" (Downstairs)- 87 Spring St., Portland
Contact: John-Mark
774-5568
"We, too, were frustrated , isolated and lonely . .. You are not alone!"

.........................................................-..
Alcohol/Drug Abuse

Adult Children of Alcoholics

.j

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS i
Open Discussion Meeting
Special Focus: Gay & Lesbian Issues

!i

I

· An open mike format at the afternoon rally gave participants an opportunity to share
reflections and feelings . Several people
relayed memories of Charlie Howard . A
Bangor native shared her joy in seeing such
an assembly in her hometown. Another
spoke about being a Jew and the connections
among different forms of oppression. Joan
W ellhauser and Kathy Slack, both students
at the University of Maine, sang songs of
inspiration and empowerment.
Betsy Sweet, Executive Director of the
Maine Commission for Women, urged people to vote and to become involved in electing friends of the gay and lesbian community. Referring to the Supreme Court's movement to the right, she said, "We don't have
a choice about whether we can be political :.

I

II
I

l

BETSY HOOD, M. Phil.
Registered Substance Abuse Counselor
Suite -!!3
H2 High Street
Portland. ~aine (H 10 I

(207)773- I 235

It is painfully obv-ious the people we elect
are critical. Our lives are on the line. "
Seconding the need for gay men and lesbians to support and financially contribute
to political campaigns, Christine Torraca,
formerly a member of the National N.O.W .
Board, urged rally-goers to come out. " People will change wben they personally know
gay people," she said·.' "There needs to be
a charige of heart if attitudes about us are
to change."
Sonia Johnson, who ran for President of
the United States in 1984; on the Citizens '
Party ticket, delivered a dynamic and provocative keynote address on radical
feminism as the "only alternative world
view to the patriarchy ... the only hope for
continued life on this planet."
Recalling that she heard of Howard ' s
murder· while in California running for
President, and that last year she attended the
Quakers General Meeting in Slipperty Rock,
Pennsylvania where they held a memorial
service for Howard , Johnson drew the c~nnection between Charlie Howard 's death and
feminism. " Any cultural problem having to
do with sex or sexuality has its basis in the
subjugation of women," she said. "We live
in a world in which power is divided up on
sexual lines. ' '
Radical feminism is, according to
Johnson, "the liberation philosophy central
to saving the lives of all future Charlie
Howards," "the most inclusive and descriptive analysis of the human situations there
has ever been," and " the greatest spiritual
revolution in-all of history.' ' She defined it
as the view that women's oppression is the
archetypal oppression, the one upon which
all others are modeled .
With tremendous wit and fervor, she
chronicled her own feminist awakening and
referred to her excommunication as ''the
best thing that happened to me ,'' though, she
said with a chuckle, ''I found out the whole
world is like the Mormon Church ."
In what she called " the sadomasochistic,
patriarchal war mind" she said, "someone
has to win; someone has to be on top; someone has to be the ruler and the ruled .'' Under
patriarchy , women , she charged, are ruled
by ''the most incredible violence and
political terrorism known possible.'' Citing
staggering statistics on cape, wife battering,
incest and pornography' Johnson asserted
there is a war on against women and that one
of the purposes of the women's movement
is to speak the truth of women's lives, ·to
make the war visible.

"If we can't stop rape , if we can't stop
it on one street in Bangor, Maine, or in one
fraternity hquse, how do we hope to stop
having people throw Charlie Howards off
bridges? How do we hope to have peace in
this world?" she questioned .
There is no hope for the world, Johnson
said, unless there is a global transformation
in the status of women. According to
Johnson , the solution lies in loving women
deeply and profoundly. "The most revolutionary, the most radical, the most
dangerous , the most subversive act under the
patriarchy is for all of us to love women ,"
she said . "We have to begin to see women
as brilliant, wise, creative, central to
everything." "If we do that," she con~
tinued, "patriarchy will be over because it ~
depends upon everyone hating that which is
!
womanly in the world ."
Q
Johnson received shouts of approval and "§..
a round of applause wben she shared, in a
light moment, that she learned to love
women -sexually after ''the Mormons freed
me from all that claptrap. ' '
She concluded by having everyone stand,
with arms around each other, and sing, "We
are strong courageous wome.n, and we are
singing, singing for our lives . We are
women-loving-women, and we are singing,
singing for our lives."
Organizers termed the day a success.
"Though we didn't get the broad-based
community participation that I would haveliked,'' said Nicoloff, ''there were people
who came who didn' t come last year."
Also noteworthy was that the Bangor
Lions Club provided the eoncessions at the
rally, apparently without hesitation when
asked by BAGLSC . "We couldn't believe
it," said Nicoloff. "That suggests to me
some progress."
Disappointing, however, was the absence
of the many state and municipal officials
issued a special invitation to the weekend ' s
events, among them the mayor , city councilors, area legislators, gubernatorial candidate~ and school board members. Of those
invited, only Bill Baker from the Bangor
School Board attended. Also present was
Marge Clark, a long-standing supporter of
gay and lesbian issues as a N.0.W . activist ,
who recently won a Democratic primary
race for the District 70 House seat.
For next year, Nicoloff and others would
like more statewide representation, saying
"there's an opportunity here for Charlie
Howard Memorial Day to be a major pride · ·
event for the state. ' '

WOODFORDS

\r ~

cr::,,,i
129 SPRING STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE
772-1374

d:.1'. -

N~ L~f 1'ooks
438 Main St., Rockland, ME 04841

207/596-0040

We specialize in books by and about women, alternative health care and spirituality.
·
See our ·new section of gay fiction
· Hours: Monday thru Saturday 10-5:30
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My First Symposium

Lavender boys cruise your thighs for kisses
Loving your tar with the perfect lie
Victims of victims is your lot pommc de
terre
It pours from your heart and into the sewers
Feeding the roots that make towers grow
They reach to the sky in abandoned prayers
Searching the heights in an asphalt escape
Children sleep at your feet of broken bones
There are promises there rainbows never
knew
And you so tranquil in perpetual fever
Look unconcerned at paper plates in the
wind
undisturbed at lilac lovers on parade
White blood of sex drips from hoi!ow
comers
You repeat yourself always in newer ways
Pomme de terre. pomme de tcrre. concrete
death
Weather and time dispense you their hate
While you sit lovely and noisy and wait. .

Together
as one
we reached out
and found
ourselves
and each other
one weekend
that for some
will last a lifetime.
The space was ours alone
away from the intolerance
of mind-made bigotries.
We met
shared
laughed
cried
learned
and grew.
We came away
with newfound strength
much greater
than we had hoped.
We brought back
cherished memories
much fonder
than we had dreamed.
We remain united
by a bond of love
much deeper
than we have known.
And even in our separate lives
we can still march forward
together
'
as one.

!

r'
l

Pamela D'Etoete

.:

Mumblety, mumblety;
Susan B. Anthony
Speaks in a seance to
Very rednecks:
"Switches to vote are not
Heterosexual,
They are .turned on now by
Whatever sex."
Sally Clay

Telling yourself
Lots of others .. . will
.steep alone.
Eyes bore through
Darkened bedroom windows
Of family men ...
Believing all the loving
Going their way.

in association with
presents

Frightened you'll never
Find one
As age
Pulls up the sheets
Around you .. .

Can men love men
Or only possess them .. .
And he comes to mind.
That friend . . .
The one you phone.
The one you

Of her dreams I wonder,
For she is so peaceful and calm,
As though in her sky there is no thunder,
Only the stars and. moon.
As I cuddle close,
I enter her world,
As water flows through a hose,
We function together,
Every part from head to toes.

Drink . ..
And dance and
Sometimes
Sleep with ...

Kirk T. Klebe

~

""'

Saturday, August 16th, 8:00 PM
Woodfords Congregational Church
202 Woodfords St., Portland

1 ~·They

''This London-based twowoman outfit creates an .
extraordinarily rich and
varied sound ...their close
harmony vocals are a Joy '
to listen to, languid and ;
smooth but not without
surprise."

r

(Peace News • ,1979) .

are passionately
committed to the growth
and recognition of
women's music which,
they feel, has been
hidden and abused by
the media and maleorientated world of record
compa111es.

I

American,Sign Language lnterterpretation·
For Hearing Impaired
·Tickets $7 .00 in advance
(Available at New Leaf, Our Books, Amadeus, and
The Women's Forum)
$9 .00 at the 9qor

r

Wheelchair ~ccessible

For info call 780-4083 .or 774-0786
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And now. she comes to join me,
To the real world,
Where. there is no happiness to see,
But we are once again together,
This is all we need for pleasure to be,
For ours is love,
And this everyone can see.

Lichen
Sounds, like words
can only imitate
an echelon of
graves
like laser beams
and nerve gas,
and these words
which only
echelon a grave,
or graves , ·
of sounds,
or sounds:
Words , .like
rocks ,
are sounds,
and therefore sculptable
like echelons
of sounds,
like rocks,
we'd rather
word .

A.M. Fine
photo: Livvy Elliot

It's time to leave this blissful place,
To enter the real world,
·
As I leave I gently stroke her face,
Not to awaken; but to say goodbye,
So that alone she may enjoy her special
place.

A. Ranae Martin
(Roni)

(City Limits• April.1985)

Ova Music's Rosemary Schonfeld
and Jana Runnells

Of My Love
In the deep of the night,
I lay beside her,
In her dreams of flight,
The gentle curves of her body,
Are ever so clear to my sight,
I watch her breasts as they rise and fall,
While in her sleep she gives a sigh.

And you go to bed Alone.

l

Norman R. Brillant

Everyone talks lovers -

You park the car ...
Hear the engine stop.:.
Hear the door unloc~ . ..

The Women's Forum

.

Vengeful scream:,, where the children play
The sun goes down and the dreams escape
Into Aquatcrror and visions of hate
· An arm for an arm: a tl•oth for a to11th
Like father like son. All lies arc truth .
Colorblind madness has gone on parade
To make better use llf death in the shade
Where nothing grows hiJden under · the
shadow
Of little ones lost in repetitive ways
From one generation and onto the last
Past is the present and the present the past.
The tears roll down like food for the gods
Filling the oceans with the ways of regret
A saline solution to what we forget
The brine of pretense where bathtubs sail
The butcher. the baker and home to the
whale

Wishing poetry would
Come from the night. ..

And you think ...
Someone else is holding
Him tonight -

Ritual Productions

I

The bars arc closed .. .
The backrooms smelling
Of sweat and :-atty passion
Are empty ...
Ears numb
From the beat.. .of feet
To disco heat. . .

Wondering ...

In the Booth

-Dawn

'L

Waterways

Going Home

N.Y.C. Lifeline

shining cubes
of store-bought ice
melting on
the welt-cut grass
wilting waiters
with calloused palms
sigh exhausted sighs
or, yawning stretch
their limbs
wedding guests at last
are gone
our hosts have both retired
the confetti thrown
will soon be swept
but let us pause
to raise a glass
and toast the groom
and groom

lie

Anonymous

The Adventures of
Macho and Frien4ly

.C lassifieds
One bedroom apt. Outer Brighton Ave .,
Portland. Modernized building with oldfashioned charm . Carpeted , all electric. Tenant pays utilities and heat. $395 .00 . No
dogs . Call 865-4616. We ;ll call you back.

by Bull_O'Nee
It 's Sunday morning in Bob Friendly 's flat
at Auntie's Arms Apartments on Pine St.
Friendly and Harry are lounging in bed.. .

. "Bob, I think I'll go out to Welby's to buy
The Sunday Enquirer," Harry announces .
" I heard an ambisexual alien landed in
Bangor."
' 'Okay', but watch out for the working
women on Congress. They're getting pretty aggressive these days. ' '
" I know, ever since that drugstore moved
in there's beeri a lot of sidewalk traffic.
Don't worry, I can take care of myself.''
As Harry approaches the drugstore he
faces a gauntlet of "ladies of the morning."
" Got a light sailor?"
"Nice day for a walk in the park."
'' Only 20 dollars American , 30
Canadian. "
Harry pushed his way through . " Now ,
lay off. Take some advice from an old
hustler , never on Sunday - before noon!"
Returning to the apartment Harry throw s
the newspaper down on the b~d . "This
town 's getting to be too much . Let' s go out
to the coun.try for the day. ''
" Great idea," Friendly replies . " Have
you ever been to Great Diamond Island? It's
really beautiful."
" Sounds great. I'll drive to the ferry . Let
me get my binoculars."
They descend to the garage, As Friendly
opens the car door lights flash , buzzers ring .
"What the___?"
"Oh, I forget to tell you about my new fuzzbuster. " Harry points to the dashboard .
" Looks just like a-regular plastic Jesus. The
eyes flash and everything. I ordered it from
a catalogue at church. It must have known
you used to be a cop. "
" Very innovative those fundies . Get me
to the ferry, quick!" Friendly unplugs the
buster and sinks low into the seat.
The fyrry trip is relatively uneventful.
Friendly notices that Harry has his
binoculars trained on the boy ferry pilots but

doesn' t say anything . No fights needed today, he thinks .
After departing the ferry they walk until
they reach the abandoned fort on the far side
of the island. They enter a field of brightlycolored wildflowers surrounded by towering pines .
' 'What beauty . What solitude, '' Friendly sighs as he spreads out a blanket. "Let's
get naked and sunbathe for a while. "
"It is beautiful. Reminds me of Deering
Oaks. Think I'll take a· walk and look for
.
birds . See ya in a bit.'. '
Harry wanders the field , periodically gazing through his binoculars. Suddenly in the
distance he spies a human figure . "Uh oh.
It looks like a white-shirted Yuppie. Could
be trouble . I'd better tell Friendly." He .
rushes back to the blanket where Friendly
has dozed off. "Get up, somebody's coming!" he yells.
"Justignore him, " Friendly mumbles and
turns over on his stomach.
"Get up! He's doing weird things writing on a clipboard. I think he 's counting trees or something.''
The figure approaches. "Say boys, you
know this is private property . You can't lie
here ."
"Why not?" Friendly queries without
rising.
'"Cause Dick Associates owns this place.
We've got big condo plans. Can't have you
boys hangin' out. What will the investors
think?"
" Fuck your investors," Friendly answers
angrily . He rises up on his knees , mooning
the Yuppie in the process . Panicked, the
white shirt flees .
" Well , I guess you told him . I think we 'd
better go, " Harry laments. They pick up
their things and head for the ferry , walking .
slowly hand in hand.
1
' Y'know Harry , it 's real hard to find
peace sometimes . "
"I know ... Kiss me sweet man ."
(to be conti11ued)

ERRATA
In last issue 's interview with Bernard ,
Courte (July 1986 Our Paper) , Pierre
Valliere ' s book should have appeared as
Negres blancs d 'Amerique and the PQ as
Parti Quebecois .

Lesbian roommate (quiet , responsible,
25 +) to share 2-bedroom Portland apartment near Deering High School . $175 + V2
utilities. Call Sandi .at 775-3899 .
Houseboy wanted - Bed and Breakfast,
Old Orchard Beach, seeking person who is
good with his hands . In exchange for room
and board you will work 4 or 5 hours per
day. Please write for more info to advertiser
. #22 , c/o Our Paper, P .O. Box 10744,
Portland, ME 04104 . Include· phone #
please.
25-year old prisoner, alone in the world
and lonely , would like to correspond with a
mature man . Age is irrelevant. Feel free to
write. Richard Deeds #14946, P.O. Box
#607 , Carson City , NV 89701 .
Lesbian roommate wanted. Bangor. No
drugs, no alcohol , no loud parties.
$ l 70/month plus electricity . Deposit a must.
Kitchen privileges. Call Beth at 947-2535 .
Accurate and confidential tarot readings
done by trained psychic reader. No dramatic
hogwash. Call Pat at 775-0838 (Portland)
after 4:00 p.m. or leave message.
GWM, 5 '11 ", blue eyes , blondish hair, attractive, sensitive, warm , loving and caring,
seeks warm , loving affectionate man . If you
like dancing, movies , music, quiet talks , '
~alking on the beach, and/or pleasant
holding sessions, please write to " Rusty "
at P.O . Box 10512, Portland, Me . 04104.

Advertising Man~ger wanted for Our
Paper. Commission sales basis. Be a part
of an exciting, fun enterprise. Call Fred
at 773-5540 for details or w'rite to Our
Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME
04104.
Roommate Wanted. Gay man and lesbian
want third to share large apartment ,
Falmouth St. , Portland. $180./month plus
one third heat, utilities, and cable. Call Bill
at :]72-5363 mornings for info and interview . No pets.
HELP WANTED - Gay /Lesbian Alliance
of USM · is seeking workstudy students/
volunteers for the '86- ' 87 session. Training
period during summer preferred. Hours
very flexible . Call Terri or Laura at
780-4085 between the hours of 10 a ,m.-2
p .m. for more information.
. I am interested in gathering news , informa·tion , announcements·, etc. that would be appropriate for a womyn's music _s_how . Circle Round is a 4-hour program ·of
feminist/womyn's music and other female
aritsts every . Tuesday morning from 8
a .m .-12 noon on WMPG 90.9FM . Please
send.info. to WMPG c/o Laura M. Smith ,
37 College Ave., Gorham , ME 04038 or
call me at (w)780-4085 , (h)797-2350.

. · The ·r~te for ·classifieds•is $4 for 30
:words, 10¢ for each additional word. For
personals add ft for handling; All ads
must be prepaid. Mail ads to Our P~r.
P.O. Box 10744. Portland, ME 04104. We
ask that you not uae sexually explicit
language in your penonala. Responses
to peraonala will not be openeii by Our
Pa.per and will be forwarded to you twice
m"nthly.
·

Hairy Men! National adlists for bears and
smooth or hairy trappers! If you love fur ,
this is the list! Information? Send $2 .00 to:
MAN-HAIR , 59 West 10th St., NYC , NY
10011.
First Annual Women 's Full Moon Equinox
·Gathering. September 19 , 20, 2 1, at coven. tree, Troy. Come share stories, music ,
workshops, rituals . Camp out. Women only . Chemical free . For more info write:
gathering ground·, Dexter, Me . 04930, or
call 201 -924-5172 .
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O~ft1~ ~~·,
96 COURT ST.
Antique 5 Curio Shop
TEL. 782-0638 • AUBURN, ME.

Open: Mon.-Sat. 10-5
Sundays 12-5
featuring art glass,
decorative lamps, art deco,
art nouveau, vintage
clothing, and jewelry

•1--

an exciting gallery featuring
the blown and art glass of
contemporary new england artists

the stein glass gallery
20 milk st I in the old port
portland me I 12071 772-9~72
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Lesbigay Netwrork=·-·====-·=-=-==,
AIDS-Line
775-1267 and 1-800-851-AIDS
M, W, F, 6pm to 9pm

Fredericton Lesbians and Gays
Box 1556, Station A
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada

Greater Bangor NOW
P.O. Box 8026
Bangor, Me. 04401

The AIDS Project
P.O. Box 10723
Portland, ME. 04104

Free To Be
11 King St.

Greater Portland N.O.W.
P.O. Box 4012 Station A
Portland 04101

Bangor INTERWEAVE
P;O. Box 8008
Bangor, ·ME 04401

,-

1·

I

Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance
Box 569
Bates College
Lewiston, ME.04240
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight Coalition
(BAGLSC)
·c/o 87 Sunset Strip
Brewer, Me. 04412

· Augusta, ME 04330
Friends and Parents of Gays
729-9843 (Brunswick)
623-2349 (Augusta)

Harbor Masters Inc.
P.O. Box 4044
Portland, Me. 04101

GLM (Gals et Lesbiennes de Moncton)
C.P. 7102
Riverview, N.B., Canada

LAGO-SJ (Lesbian and ~ay Organization
Saint John)
Box 6494, Stn. A, Saint John
N.B., Canada E2L 4R9

Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress St.
Portland 04101

Lesbian/Gay Committee
Me. Chapter Nat'I. Assoc. of Social
Workers
P.O. Box 5112, Station A
Portland, Me. 04101

Bowdoin Gay/Straight Alliance
Bowdoin College
Brunswick 04011

Gay/Lesl>ian Parents Support Group
780-4085 or 772-4741
Portland

Central Maine Health Foundation
P.O. Box 3113
Lewiston, Me. ·04240
AIDS Hotline 782-6113

Gay/Lesbian Spiritual Community ~
125 Vaughan Street
Portland, Maine 04102
207-773-1924

Chiltern Mountain Club
P.O. Box 407
Boston, Mass.. 02117
Feminist Spiritual Community
9 Deering St.
P.O. Box 3771
Portland, Me. 04104
773-2294

· Gay /Lesbian_ Alliance
92 Bedford St.
Portland 04102
780-4085

Maine Connection
P.O. Box 5245,
Station A
Portland, Me. 04102
Maine Health Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box 7329 DTS
.
Portland 04112
Maine Lesbian Feminists
P.O. Box 125
Belfast 04915

Gay Men's Support Association
P.O. Box 3011
North Conway, N.H. 03860

Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
P.O. Box 108
Yarmouth, ME. 04096

New Hampshire Citizens Alliance for Gay
and Lesbian Rights
P.O. Box 756
ContOO\:ook, N.H. 03229
603-228-9009
Northern Lambda Nord
P.O. Box 990
Caribou, Me. 04736
NLN Gay Phoneline, 498-2088
Portland Pride Committee
P.O. Box 5112, Sta. A
Portland, Me. 04104
Seacoast Gay· Men
P.O. Box 1394
Portsmouth, ~ 03801
UMF/Gay and Straight People's Alliance
(G.A.S.P.)
UMF

I

I

Farmington, Me. 04938
USM Women's Forum
University of Southern Maine
94 Bedford St.
Portland 04103
Vermonters for Lesbian and\Gay Rights
(YLGR)
Box 281
Hinesburg, VT 05461
Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union
University of Maine - Orono
Orono 04469
Women's Comm1Jnity Project
P.O. Box 3733
Portland, Me. 04104

~=========
1========= Meeting~ ===================~

.I

l
I

· SPNDAYS
Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance - J or
discussion, support, and planning - every
Sunday, 8:30 p.m. in Hirasawa Lounge ,
Chase Hall, Bates College , Lewiston.
Northerii Lambda Nord - last Sunday
of the month - business meeting, 1:00
y ~ follo":'.ed by a potluck.
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance ·
. (MLGPA) - every third Sunday of the
month. Meetings rotated throughout state.
See Calendar listing for location and time.
Gay/ Lesbian Spiritual Community125 Vaughan Street, Portland, Maine
04_102. 7:00 p.m. 77~-1924. ·
Maine Connection AA Koundup , second
Sunday of every month , 2:00 pm, 125
Vaughan St., Portland.

MONDAYS :
Feminist Spiritual Community - every
Monday at 7 pm, Friends Meeting House ,
Forest Avenue, Portland, 773-2294, (come'
early).
. Seacoast Gay Men - every Monday , 7-9
p.m. (except 1st Monday and holidays) .
Unitarian Universalist Church, 292 State
St. , Portsmouth, NH (side door basement) ,
call Mark 207-646-2748

Central Maine Health Fuundatiun - fi rst
Monday of every munth at SporNnans. 2
Bates St. . Lewi ~tun. 8 pm. CallPhi i Ell i~ .
784-5047 llr 782 -6 11 3.
TUESDAYS
Bangor Area Gay /Lesbian/Straight Coalition
(BAGLSC) , meets the second Tuesday of
every month at 87 Sunset Stdp in Brewer
at 7:30 pm.
Greater Portland N.O. W. ...:.. fourth Tuesday of the month, Y.W.C.A. , 87 Spring
St., Portland, 7:30 pm.
Alcoholics Anonymous - Gays in
Sobriety - every Tuesday, 7:30 pm,
First Parish Unitarian Universalist
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.

Friday, Aug. I-Sunday, Aug. 3
Maine Festival of the Arts, Bowdoin College campus, Brunswick.
Saturday, Aug. 2
' 'Highstakes on the Highseas, '' fundraiser
Casco Bay cruise sponsored by the
Cumberland County Child Abuse and
Neglect Council, call 814-1120 for info.
Wednesday, Aug; 6-Saturday, Aug. 9
"Parting Glances" at The Movies, 10 Exchange St. , Portland.

VLGR (Vermonters for Lesbian and Gay
Rights) meets the first and third Thursday of every month at 7:30 pm at the
Peace and Justice Center, 186 College St. ,
Burlington.
Greater Bangor NOW - last Thursday of
the month , Bangor City Hall, 7 pm. Call
989-3306 for info.

FRIDAYS
· "Free To Bee" Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholic&
Anonymous - every Friday, 7:30 to 8:30,
All Souls Unitarian Church, 1 King St., 1
Augusta.
·
GayI Lesbian Alliance-every other Friday at 7, 92 Bedford St., Portland, 7804085.
Alcoholics Anonymous meets every Friday ,·
8-9:30 - Gays Together in Sobriety (Open
Discussion) Christ Episcopal Church, 805
Lafayette Road, Portsmouth , N. fr.

,i

SATURDAYS
UMF Gay and Straight People's Alliance
(G.A.S.P.) ~ every Thursday at 3:30,
Fireside Lounge, Student Center, Uni'{ . of
ME. , Farmington

Gay/Lesbian Al-Anon - every Tuesday , .
7:30 to 8:30 pm, First Parish Unitarian
Universalist Church, 425 Congress St. ,
Portland.
Mid-Coast Parents and Friends of Gays ·second Tuesday of each month, 7:30,
Brunswick,. call 729-9843 .
Our Paper staff meeting - every Tuesday, 7:30 pm, Our Books, 4 Pine St.,
Portland. New members are welcome.

Wilde-Stein Club- Thursday evening,
6:00-9:00 p.m., Sutton Lounge; Memorial Union, UMO .

.W Ei>NESDAYS
Fredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG).....,.
second Wednesday of the month Fredericton, N.B. , Canada

· Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday, step meeting, 7:30 pm,
First Parish Unitarian Universalist
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.

--·······--=

August 1, 2, & 3 - Maine Lesbian/Gay
Political Alliance annual retreat to be held
at Dick & Phil's in New Sweden; ME .
(Aroostook County.) This will be a camping/fun weekend ... plus the Alliance
meeting.

THURSDAYS
Lesbian/ Gay Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday, discussion meeting at 8
pm, Unitarian Church, Main St.,
Bangor.

Womyn Who Write - second ·and fourth
Thursday , 7-9 pm, USM Women 's Forum
office, 92 Bedford St. , Portland, 780-4083~

Free To Be Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics
Anonymous, every Saturday, 8:00 pm, ,
The House, 60 Oak St. (comer Blake), ,
Lewiston.
Bangor INTERWEAVE - meetings 2nd
and 4th Sawrdays at 8 pm at University College Center, Texas Ave., Bangor. Coffee
house and dance every Saturday from 9 to
I at Univ. College Center, $3 . fo r info:
884-7079.

l
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Calendar-· = = = = = = ~

Thursday, Aug. 7
Marcia Taylor, " Songs of Struggle and
Love ,'' Bowdoin College , Kresge
Auditorium, 8:00, $5 and $7 at the door.

Friday, Aug. 15-Sunday, Aug •. 17
SeaKayaking Overnight, sponsored by New
Routes , 772-1843 (Portland). Other trips
available.
·

Friday, Aug. 8 and Saturday, Aug. 9
"Pink Flamingos" at The Movies, 10 Exchange St., Portland, late show. Also Aug.
15 and 16.

Sat1.1rday, Aug. 16
Chiltern Mountain Club Mt. Washington
Day Hike. Call Michael at 617-522-9194.

Friday, Aug. 8-Sunday, Aug. 10
Bigelow Backpack, Women Outdoors. Call
Pam at 766-2425 .
Sunday, August 10
The Maine Lesbian / Gay Political Alli.ance will be holding a social gathering in
Oxford Cqunty beginning at 2:00. This will
be barbecue/ potluck and non-members
are encouraged to attend. For more information and d1rections call 583-6798.

Saturday, August 16
OVA (a feminist duo from London) performs a concert at Woodford Congregational Church, 202 Woodford St., Portland, 8:00 pm. Wheelchair access. ASL
interpretation. Tickets are $7 in advance,
$9 at the door. (Available.at The Women's
Forum, Amadeus Music, Our Books, and
New Leaf Books). For more info call 7804083 or 77W786.

II

Sunday, Aug. 17
· ..· ..
Cruise on Casco Bay , sponsored by th~
Maine Health Foundation.
Friday, Aug. 22-Sunday, Aug. 24Chiltern Mountain Club Saco River Canoe
Trip. Call Mark at 617-288-6419.

I

\

Friday, Aug. 29-Monday, Sept. 1
Chiltern Moun~in Club Whitewater raftin
weekend. Call Dave at 617-353-1697 .
Saturday, Aug. 30-Tuesday, Sept. 2
" La Cage Aux Foiles" at The Movies, 1
Exchange St., Portland.

~
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